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Notice to Buyers and Sellers:
The attention of Vendors and Purchasers is drawn to our revised conditions of sale. These conditions of sale form the basis of
the contract between buyer and seller. We advise all prospective purchasers to carefully read these conditions of sale before
bidding. The attention of purchasers is particularly drawn to their rights and the procedures and time limit to be completed with
in the event of complaint or dispute.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Definitions:
“The Auctioneers’’ shall mean Michael Donohoe & Sons or any parties acting on their behalf.
"The Vendor’’ shall mean the person, partnership or corporation named in the Entry Form as Owner of the Lot provided that where
an owner is not named in the Entry Form or in the case of a partnership the person who enters the Lot for sale shall be deemed to
be the Vendor.
“The Purchaser’’ shall mean the highest bidder to whom the Lot is knocked down subject to the provisions set out herein and shall
include a person who is the vendor or member of a per vendor partnership.
“Lot’’ shall mean and include horses of all descriptions offered for sale by Michael Donohoe & Sons.
“Sales Complex’’ means any premises being permanent, temporary or otherwise used by the Auctioneers in any Sales.

**********
1.     Michael Donohoe & Sons, their servants or agents shall not accept any responsibility for injury, loss or damage suffered to

persons, animals, goods or property or howsoever arising as a result of any act, omission, default or neglect on their part or
on the part of any owners of horses and/or their agents or visitors to the Sales. They further retain the right to prohibit the entry
to their Complex of any animal which is suspected to be suffering from a contagious disease.

2.      RESERVES, BIDDING AND PRIVATE SALES:
(i)     A Lot entered in the Catalogue and advertised for sale shall not be sold by the owner before the auction of that Lot.

Should they fail to reach their reserve, vendors may negotiate privately, and in the event of a sale it must be transacted
through the Auctioneers. Anyone found not adhering to this condition of sale will be barred from all future sales.

(ii)    There may be a reserved price for any Lot and subject to such reserved price, the highest bidder shall be the Purchaser.
Should any dispute arise between two or more bidders the Auctioneers shall adjudicate on the dispute and their decision shall
be binding on all parties. At their discretion, the Auctioneers may put up the Lot in dispute for Auction and re-sale.

(iii)   The Auctioneers reserve the following rights:
        [a] To refuse without reason the bidding of any person;
        [b] To bid on their own behalf up to the reserve price; and
        [c] To withdraw the Lot from sale at any time before it has been knocked down without disclosing the reserved price.
A Vendor shall not bid or allow anyone else to bid on his behalf for any Lot owned by him except in cases where such Lot is being
sold on the dissolution of a partnership.
(iv)   Any Lot in the Auctioneers Sales Complex for the purposes of sale or otherwise shall be there at the Vendor’s risk provided,

however, that where such Lot has been sold it shall be at the Purchaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer or time of sale if sold
privately. In the event that the purchasers exercises the right of re-examination in accordance with Condition Number 4 sub-
section (iii) hereunder, the Lot shall remain at the Vendor’s risk until such re-examination has been completed. The Auctioneer
shall not be liable for loss, damage or injury caused by a Lot or to a Lot while on their Sales Complex whether by disease,
accident or otherwise howsoever arising and whether to a person in charge of such a Lot or to any third party. Any Lot
purchased shall be removed from the Sales Complex not later than 24 hours after the date of the purchase and at the
Purchaser’s expense. The Auctioneers shall bear no responsibility for the maintenance, upkeep or well being of any Lot.

(v)    If a Lot is purchased and not paid for, the Auctioneers shall be entitled to retain the Lot until payment is received and in respect
of the period of such retention, the Auctioneers shall have a lien upon the Lot for all expenses including freight incurred by
them or any Agent acting on their behalf in keeping, maintaining, training, treating or otherwise dealing with the Lot during such
period of retention and such lien shall not be lost by reason of the fact that the Lot is kept by them or their Agents elsewhere
than in their Sales Complex. A Lot shall not be delivered to a Purchaser until the expenses mentioned have been discharged
in addition to the purchase price. Should the Purchaser fail to pay for a Lot, the Auctioneers in their absolute discretion may at
any time re-sell the Lot by Public Auction or Private Sale and the deficiency (if any) resulting from such re-sale shall immediately
be made good by the defaulting purchaser and in default of a payment it shall be recoverable from the Purchaser as liquidated
damages. The Auctioneers or the Vendor of a Lot shall be at liberty to pursue all legal remedies available to them against a
defaulting Purchaser to recover the purchase price or any deficiency therein arising from the default.

(vi)   No undertaking by the Auctioneers, their servants or agents to take charge of a Lot previous to or after a sale or to 
forward such Lot to a destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the
foregoing  Conditions. Any person engaged to bring and take away a Lot shall do so at the cost and risks in all respects of 
the owners of such Lot.

3.      DESCRIPTIONS OF A LOT AND STABLE VICES:
(i)     The Auctioneers shall not be liable or responsible for the accuracy of any information set out in the Catalogue or announced

from the Rostrum concerning a Lot listed for sale or for any description, pedigree or warranty expressed or implied on its behalf
such information being supplied by the Vendor who alone is responsible for its accuracy. The Vendor shall at all times indemnify
the Auctioneers in respect of such information supplied. A Lot listed in the Catalogue is sold with its Engagements, Pregnancy
Status and/or Produce Record as listed therein or announced from the Rostrum at the time of sale such information being as
presented by the Vendor. The Auctioneers will endeavour to have all Catalogue information correctly stated, but the Vendor is
responsible for the correction of any error or omission. It shall be the duty of the Vendor to ensure that the Lot is properly
described as set out in the Catalogue. In the event of any dispute as to the description or information of a Lot, the Purchaser’s
remedy shall be against the Vendor and the Vendor’s remedy shall be against the Purchaser and the Auctioneers who act as
Agents between Vendor and Purchaser shall not be liable as a party in any action or dispute that might arise between the parties.

(ii)    Subject to the right of re-examination in accordance with Condition 4 (iii) hereunder a lot is sold either at the fall of the hammer
or where a lot is not sold in the ring at the time of subsequent private agreement. These Conditions of Sale provide the basis
for the contract between Vendor and Purchaser. Where veterinary examination is requested and the lot successfully passes
such re-examination procedure the sale is concluded at that time subject to the following important conditions.

        [a] Any Lot which is a habitual wind-sucker, weaver or box walker or has been unnerved or has been tubed or otherwise
operated on for unsoundness in wind or has shown any evidence of sweet itch and is not so described is returnable in
accordance with Condition 3 (iii) hereof.

        [b] Any Lot described at the time of sale as a Colt and does not at such time have two testes descended to the scrotum or is
described at the time of sale as a gelding and is at such time a colt or rig is returnable in accordance with Condition 3 (iii)
hereof.

(iii)   If the Purchaser of any Lot sold with a Pedigree or description contends that it does not correspond with such Pedigree or

Continued inside back cover  �



Michael Donohoe and Sons Auctioneers
Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny, Ireland

Tel.: 059-9775145 (Outside Ireland 00353 59 9775145)
E-mail: info@goresbridge.com Website: www.goresbridge.com

PSRA Licence No. 002298

3-DAY SPORT HORSE
PERFORMANCE SALE

of Showjumpers, Hunters, Riding Horses, Ridden Irish
Draughts, Potential Eventers, Potential Showjumpers

Potential Dressage Horses, Potential Show Horses, Broken
and Unbroken 4-year-olds, 3-year-olds and Jumping Ponies

On October 27th, 28th & 29th 2021

The Source
of Champions

Performance at 10.00 a.m. Sale at 11.00 a.m.
(in strict numerical order)
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ORDER OF SALE

Day 1 – WEDNESDAY, 27th OCTOBER

Performance at 10.00 a.m.      Sale at 11.00 a.m.
In strict numerical order

PONIES & 5-YEAR-OLDS
& UPWARDS

Day 2 – THURSDAY, 28th OCTOBER

Performance at 10.00 a.m.      Sale at 11.00 a.m.
In strict numerical order

4-YEAR-OLDS & 3-YEAR-OLDS

Day 3 – FRIDAY, 29th OCTOBER

Performance at 10.00 a.m.      Sale at 11.00 a.m.
In strict numerical order

3-YEAR-OLDS
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Goresbridge have introduced a new online viewing gallery whereby potential
customers of the sales can view a selection of photographs and video footage

of their prospective purchases online, in advance of the sale.

Simply click on the GALLERY button
on the Sport Horse Sales homepage

www.goresbridge.com 

The Online Gallery will be available to view from

Friday, October 22nd

Online Photo and Video Gallery

Online and Telephone
Bidding

Goresbridge will be offering
ONLINE and TELEPHONE BIDDING for

purchasers who are unable to attend the Sale

Potential purchasers must register their
intention to bid prior to the Sale

(pre-approval required for online bidding)

For details contact the sales office at
info@goresbridge.com

or  phone +353 59 9775145
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VETTING PROCEDURES
*ALL VENDORS MUST DIRECTLY CONTACT A VETERINARY PANEL MEMBER 
NO LATER THAN 14 DAYS PRIOR TO SALE TO ARRANGE EXAMINATION* (Please
note this does not mean your animal will be examined 21 days prior to sale.)

Failure to do so may result in your entry being excluded from the sale.
All animals offered for this sale must be accompanied by a Veterinary Certificate
from a member of the Veterinary Panel, appointed by Goresbridge Horse Sales (no
other veterinary certificate will be accepted).

VETERINARY PANEL MEMBERS

 
     

 
Ms. S. Barnwell 
Dooneen Equine Vet. Clinic, 
Crecora, 
Co. Limerick. 
Tel: 061 - 546671 
Mob: 087 - 1026129 
 

Mr. J. E. Browne 
Borovalley Equine Clinic, 
Ballybrittas, 
Bree, 
Co. Wexford. 
Tel:  053 - 9247849 
 

Mr. W. Connors 
Springmount, 
Dungarvan, 
Co. Waterford. 
Tel: 058 - 42026 
 
 

Mrs. R. Devereux 
Wexford Equine 
Veterinary Practice, 
The Plud, Tomhaggard, 
Bridgetown, Co. Wexford 
Mob: 087 - 9905397 
 

Mr. H. Dillon 
Troytown Grey Abbey, 
Grey Abbey Road, 
Co Kildare. 
Tel: 045 - 522390 
 
 

Ms. F. Dolly 
Strule Veterinary Scs, 
10 Castlebrae, 
Newtownstewart, 
Co Tyrone, BT78 4AS 
Tel: 028 - 81661380 
 

Miss V. Giovannetti 
Viviana Equine Vet, 
Rinnaseer, 
Islandeady, Castlebar, 
Co. Mayo F23 DV70. 
Mob: 087 - 2991965 

Mr. J. Halley 
Fethard Equine Hospital, 
Fethard, 
Clonmel, 
Co Tipperary. 
Tel: 052 - 9156353 
 

Mr. L. Hassett 
Roseville Vet Clinic 
Ennis Road, 
Newmarket-On-Fergus, 
Co. Clare 
Tel: 061 - 368536 
Mob: 087 - 2584583 
 

Mr. P.J. Hassett 
Parkview House, 
Moyreisk, 
Quin,  
Co. Clare. 
Tel: 065 - 6840555 

Mr. J. Hyde 
Tower Equine Hospital, 
Caherlag, 
Glanmire, 
Co. Cork. 
Tel: 021 - 4353358 

Mr. M. P. Keane  
Equine Vet Practice, 
Barraderry, 
Kiltegan, 
Co. Wicklow. 
Mob: 087 - 8188441 
 

Mr. C. Kennedy 
Rathoath Vet. Clinic 
Rathoath, 
Co. Meath. 
Tel: 01 - 8256213 
Mob: 087 - 2536486 
 

Mr. D. McDonnell, 
Longford Animal  
    Health Centre, 
Cooleeny, Shroid, 
Co. Longford 
Tel: 043 - 3346716 
Mob: 086 - 2668822 
 

Mr. C. O’Brien 
Blackwater Vet Clinic, 
Mallow, 
Co. Cork. 
Tel: 022 - 22340 
Mob: 086 - 2510498 
 

Mr. J. O’Doherty 
Lisnagh, 
Carnew Road, 
Gorey,  
Co. Wexford. 
Tel: 053 - 9421724 
 

Mr. M. O’Donoghue 
2 Hillview, 
Ballinderry, 
Mullingar, 
Co. Westmeath. 
Tel: 044 - 9348142 
Mob: 086 - 8252580 
 

Mr. E. O’Flynn 
Rinnwood House, 
Oranmore, 
Co. Galway. 
Tel: 091 - 794836 
Mob: 087 - 6394444 
 

Ms. L. O’Gorman 
G.M. O’Gorman Veterinary 
Practice, 
McCurtain Street, 
Clones, 
Co. Monaghan. 
Tel: 047 - 51037 
Mob: 087 - 6372997 
 

Mr. M. V. O’Gorman 
Ballypatrick, 
Clonmel, 
Co. Tipperary. 
Tel: 052 - 6133178 
Mob: 087 - 2562649 
 

Mr. P. O’Hanlon 
Laburnum Lodge, 
Abbeyleix, 
Co. Laois. 
Tel: 057 - 8731241 
 
 
Mr. W. Toomey 
Duagh House, 
Tramore Rd., 
Waterford. 
Tel: 059 - 9722677 
Mob: 087 - 6919912 

Mr. H. Suffern 
Tullyraine Equine Clinic, 
37 Quarry Road, 
Banbridge,  
Co. Down BT323TW 
Tel: 048 - 40624566 
 
 
 
 

Mr. J. O’Sullivan  
Clinic na gCapall, 
Old Leighlin, 
Co Carlow. 
Tel: 059 - 9722677  
Mob: 087 - 2662724   
 

Mr. J. Tempany 
Tiereragh Vet. Clinic, 
Dromore West, 
Co. Sligo. 
Tel: 096 - 47455 
Mob: 087 - 2596557 
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Special Notices to
Vendors and Purchasers
* All animals offered for sale must now be accompanied by a

Veterinary Certificate from a member of the Goresbridge
Veterinary Panel (no other veterinary certificate will be
accepted). Vendors must directly contact a panel member not
later than 14 days prior to Sale to arrange examination.

* All entries will be jumped in strict numerical order,
commencing at 10.00 a.m. sharp.

* Strictly no substitution of entries.

* All unsold animals must be removed from the Sales Complex
as stables are required for next day’s sale.

* Withdrawn lots should be made known to the Auctioneers.

* The purchaser of all Lots will have the right, within 30 minutes
of the fall of the hammer, to request a blood analysis, to detect
pain killing, anti-flammatory or performance altering drugs. If
the result is positive the animal is returned and the Vendor
shall be barred from all future performance sales.

* Random blood samples will be taken from entries on each day
of sale to detect pain killing anti-inflammatory or performance
altering drugs. If the result is proved positive the Vendor shall
be barred from all future sales.



SADDLERY
Visit Us At The Sales Complex
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Payments

Card Payments
The following cards are accepted:

American Express, Mastercard, Visa, Maestro 
and Laser Debit Cards

NO surcharge on any Debit or Credit cards.

Bank Transfer
Payment by Bank Transfer will be accepted.

Cash Payments
Euro cash and sterling cash will be accepted.
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Are you thinking of 
SELLING or RENTING? 

If so, contact  
Ed Donohoe S.C.S.I. 

056 777 0400 
087 25 777 11  

info@donohoeproperties.com 
 

DONOHOEPROPERTIES.COM 
 

Butler Court, Patrick St., Kilkenny. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                          
 
 
 
 

* Auctioneers 
 

* Valuers 
 

* Estate Agents 
 

* Property Consultants 
 

Licence No: 2218 
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Churchill III
Breeders Elite Graded Stallion

FROM A TEAM GBR GRAND PRIX SHOW JUMPING SIRE LINE AND OUT OF THE 
DAM OF AN ADVANCED EVENTER. FROM THE DAM OF A FUTURITY  

NATIONAL OVERALL CHAMPION AND A HOYS CUDDY FINALIST 

• Grandson of the exceptional show jumper Christian 
25 who was successful at 1.60m internationally and at 
Grand Prix  

• Shares a dam with the advanced eventer The Classic 
Composer ridden by Harry Meade

• Churchill III’s dam Weltmusik was the highest ranked 
broodmare in the UK by the British Equestrian Federation

• Churchill III’s half brother on his dam’s side Classic Opera 
was a Horse of The Year Show Cuddy In Hand Finalist 
and a BE event winner as a 5 year old

• From the same family as the County Level winning show 
horses Classic Opera, Nessum Dorma, Masterclass VIII 
and Gemini’s Classic Dancer

• Churchill III’s dam has already produced a Futurity 
National Champion scoring a perfect 10 for type

• Foaled in 2018

Gemini Studwww.thegeministud.com  
01664 454 929         

     
GeminiStudUK        
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Based in County Carlow, Southern Ireland, George Mullins Transport  
was established in 1988 and is known as one of the largest and most 

reliable Horse Transporters in Ireland and the UK.

 Our fleet includes - six 12 stall boxes, one 7 stall box, four 2 stall boxes
All of our Lorries have CCTV and temperature control as standard. 

We provide 24 hour satellite vehicle tracking for each load. 

Each truck is disinfected and hot-washed after every trip. 

Top class Lairage facilities, 20 stables, loading bay, horse walker  
and main office under one roof.

 All vehicles have Department of Agriculture approved certs. 

All our trucks, Scania, Volvo and Renault are serviced by main dealers. 

Daily trips to UK. Twice weekly trips to Europe.

 All Export and Import documentation taken care of.

 Highly experienced Drivers and Grooms. 

Reps at all Sales.

GEORGE MULLINS INTERNATIONAL HORSE TRANSPORT

Closutton, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow. 

Office: +353 59 9721994 • Mobile: +44 7785 918 471 (Martin) • Mobile: +353 87 2860662 
Email: george@gmullins.ie • www.georgemullins.ie
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Lusk Transport Ltd
IRELAND – UK – EUROPE

� Transporting to UK and Europe for over 50 years.

� Regular trips at competitive prices.

� Caring transport with in-transit CCTV monitoring.

� All documentation arranged.

� Fully licensed and approved.

Mobile:

00 44 7836 700996 / 00 44 7876 358835

48 KNOCKANY ROAD, LISBURN,
CO. ANTRIM BT27 6YB

Tel: (+4428) 926 38407
Fax: (+4428) 926 38981

E-mail:
transport@luskhorsesireland.com

Visit our website:
www.luskhorsesireland.com
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PONIES

1. (Stable 1)                                                         
ANNIVERSARY CRUISE reg. grey mare 8 yrs. about 1.48m by CRUISINGS
AMBASSADOR dam BALLYMARTIN PEARL by SLYGUFF JOKER VII. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Has 3 good paces. Has an
electric scopey jump. Should go along way in the right hands

2. (Stable 2)                                                         
POYNSTOWN CARL reg. grey/roan geld. 9 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Lovely animal. Alrounder and very easy with a
beautiful temperament. A pleasure in and around the stable.

3. (Stable 3)                                                         
CANDICE reg. appaloosa 8 yrs. about 14h. Hunter trialled. Competed at training
shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. All rounder pony
has competed in the interschool showjumping for the last few seasons.

4. (Stable 4)                                                         
CYPRESS HILL reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 12.2h. Broken and riding, let out for the
summer. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet to box, clip
and ride. No rider.

5. (Stable 5)                                                         
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 14.2h. by PORTLAOISE FIRST TUCJ dam COLGAN
COUTESS by FLEX A BILL. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. 

6. (Stable 6)                                                         
SILVER ROMEO reg. grey geld. 11 yrs. about 1.26m. Competed at training shows.
Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe and in traffic.
Very easy to handle at home. Has pony clubbed and competed in unregistered
jumping (50/60cm). Did mainly mounted games with previous owner. Nnot a first
pony. Easy to load etc, but does like to travel with company.

DAY 1
Wednesday, 27th October 2021
Performance at 10.00 a.m. sharp in strict numerical order.

Sale at 11.00 a.m. sharp in strict numerical order.



7. (Stable 7)                                                         
CURRAGHDROMIN reg. grey mare 9 yrs. about 1.48m by ANDYS PRIDE dam
FAIRYHILL MISTY by GLOVES MISTY OWEN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Recently broken and
showing a really nice jump over poles. Well mannered and has a very nice temperament.

8. (Stable 8)                                                         
MOON STAR reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

9. (Stable 9)                                                         
MAPLEVALLEYS LITTLE LADY reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 1.48m by
MAPLEVALLYS LITTLE MAN dam MAPLEVALLY TIFFANY by SEA CREST.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet
to box and ride. Big moving pony with 3 good paces. Will have jumped at training
shows by time of sale. 

10. (Stable 10)                                                       
CARROW JOSEPHINE reg. skewbald filly 4 yrs. about 1.48m. Broken and riding
very well. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. This pony has been schooled over
cross country fences and has taken part in a few fun rides.

11. (Stable 11)                                                       
HENRY LOVE ME DO reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 1.38m. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Goregous pony with a very
sweet personality. Henry is a pet in the stables and loves attention. He is a well put
together pony that catches your eye in a crowd. Rides in a snaffle, in a shape in all
paces and is very eager to please. He is happy to jump anything that is put in front
of him. Good to hack on the road and in open spaces. 

12. (Stable 12)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 14.2h. by HOCKI dam KILCOLTRUM HONEY by
TEMPLEBREADY FEAR BUI. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet
to shoe, box and ride. This pony has 3 excellent paces. He rides very well jumping around
a course of fences and schooling cross country. Showing big potential. Will excel as a top
eventing or showjumping pony. Half brother to Whithorn Honeys Rock (1.20m SJ),
Kilcoltrim Dora (eventing Ireland 1.10m novice) and Kilcoltrim Swift (eventing FEI 2*).

13. (Stable 13)                                                       
Reg. bay mare 8 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Smashing 138 mare. Exceptional looker and mover. Great
temperament. Very easy to work with. jumping 90cm with potenital. Schooling cross
country. Will make a future top 138 pony.

14. (Stable 14)                                                       
CLOUNAMON MAXI reg. brown mare 9 yrs. about 1.38m by HOLLYVALE
MAXIMUS. Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 21 SJI points won to date. Welsh part bred
recently registered with SJI. Jumping 80's and 90's. Has taken part in fun rides and
has done light cross country. Good to hack alone or in company. Has been to pony
club rallies with The West Waterford P.C. She has an exceptional jump and is a good
mover. Rider sadly has outgrown.
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15. (Stable 15)                                                       
POYNSTOWN SARAH reg. dun filly 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Sarah competed at
training shows. Very good looking and quiet pony. Has done beach rides. Fun pony to
work with at all times. Snaffle mouth. Very easy temperament.

16. (Stable 16)                                                       
MY MATE MARLEY reg. grey geld. 14 yrs. about 1.21m. Competed at training shows.
Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Marleys main job is showjumping. Excels in this area.
Has also competed in dressage, cross country and hunted. Been to pony camp for
many years. He is easy in every way and happily lives out all year. Not suitable for
a beginner/ nervous rider.

17. (Stable 17)                                                       
Reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 14.2h. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. 

18. (Stable 18)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 10 yrs. about 1.48m. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. 

19. (Stable 19)                                                       
MOON STAR reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Pony Clubbed.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

20. (Stable 20)                                                       
BLAZE reg. dun geld 4 yrs. about 1.48m by FEAR BEAG BUI dam TRA CHALADH
BHFUINNSE by ASHFIELD JOVIAL JOKER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Riding very well on the flat, has schooled around showjumping tracks 90cm-
1m showing great scope. Has schooled around cross country courses. Lovely step,
great attitude. Will go far in the right hands. 

21. (Stable 21)                                                       
BLUE BOY 3 reg. piebald geld 5 yrs. about 12.1h. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Schooled
over cross country. Hacks out alone or in company. 

22. (Stable 22)                                                       
BATTLESTOWN JEN reg. grey mare 7 yrs. about 14.2h. by GLASKOPF GOLDEN
SISKIN dam VINURA JILL by ANBALLY FRANKIE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet
to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Lovely quiet temperament pony, scholed over poles, hacks
out alone or in company. Loose jumping over 1m. Will go far in the right hands. 

23. (Stable 23)                                                       
GPS BOO reg. grey mare 10 yrs. about 1.28m. Hunter trialled. Pony Clubbed.
Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet to shoe, box,
ride and in traffic. Boo is a lovely forward going pony. She has done it all for the last
3 years showjumped, hunter trialled, hunted, dressage and evented. Competed in
the IPC Combined training this year doing a lovely test and finishing on her dressage
score. Jumped up to 1m at home and had consistent double clear in schools
showjumping at 75cm. She is very good in the stable. 
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24. (Stable 24)                                                       
MOLLY ELLEN MURPHY reg. black mare 18 yrs. about 13.2h. Hunter trialled. Pony
Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Rider outgrown. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Molly has plenty of experience in all areas. She has hunted the past 4
seasons and proven to be a very brave and willing mare who loves her job. Has
competed in hunter trials and gymkhanas, also proven to excel in these areas. Will
hack out alone or in company with no fear of traffic. Very sad sale as the only reason
we are selling her is because her rider has outgrown her. 

25. (Stable 25)                                                       
DREAM BIG reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.38m. Hunter trialled. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. 3 SJI points won to date. 

26. (Stable 26)                                                       
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 14.2h. by BALLYWIRE SIMSON dam TEMPLEBREADY
LASS by TEMPLEBREADY FEAR BUI. Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Lovely attitude.
Dam half sister to Sixmilewater Blaze, jumped internationally with Jack Ryan.
Attatory Rory Lily jumped internationally. Tom Foley Dial Sixmile. Big scopey jump.
Will go far in the right hands

27. (Stable 27)                                                       
ARDBEAR VILLAGE ROBIN reg. grey geld. 9 yrs. about 14.1h. by LAERKENS
CASCADE DAWN dam VILLAGE SWAN by INNELLAN KESTREL. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The Woodstown Harriers on
3 occasions for 1 season. Robin is a pure Connemara class 1 who has hunted, hunter
trialled and pony clubbed. Very genuine pony with a good attitude. Hacks on beach.

28. (Stable 28)                                                       
TONTO reg. piebald geld. 8 yrs. about 13.2h. Hunter trialled. Competed at training
shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. A genuinely quiet pony suitable for any rider from beginner to advanced. This
pony has done it all.

29. (Stable 29)                                                       
FIONNS PRIDE reg. grey mare 11 yrs. about 1.45m by CASTLESTRANGE FIONN
dam BEECHMOUNT STAR by MOY JOHNNYS PRIDE. Breeding Recorded.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown.
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Has 56 SJI points won to date. Started showjumping in
April and has lots of wins in 1m and 1.10m classes. Finished 2nd in the Cavan Home
Pont International Show in 1.10 -1.15 class out of 147 entries. Has an eventing
Ireland record with previous record doing 1m and 1.10m.also. A well bred Connemara
mare. Ridden in snaffle. 

30. (Stable 30)                                                       
ROSSIES DELIGHT reg. dun mare 5 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Has 13 SJI points won to date. Straight
correct good looking athletic pony. She has been attending pony club all summer,
jumping SJI up to 1m. Has been on hunt canters and hunter trialled. Forward going
honest pony that need a competitive home. Hacks alone and in company. 
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31. (Stable 31)                                                       
SD HILLSIDE ANGELICA reg. grey mare 4 yrs. about 14h. Broken and riding very
well. Stunning silver dapple mare schooling over cross country and jumping a small
course of SJ fences. Hacking the roads alone or in company. A rare chance to get a
pony of her colour and quality. 

5-YEAR-OLDS & UPWARDS

32. (Stable 32)                                                       
FINAL SUBMISSION reg. bay mare 10 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 8 eventing Ireland points won to date.
Hunted with the Tipperary Foxhounds on many occasions for three seasons. Has
evented up to 2* level. Very easy in everyway. Sadly outgrown. 

33. (Stable 33)                                                       
Reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by BORN TO SEA dam MS MARY C by
DOLPHIN STREET. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box
and clip. This mare has schooled around Grove eventing course. Has jumped
numerous showjumping courses at Tipperary Equestrian Centre. Has attended Rock
of Cashel riding club training sessions. Has completed mountain treks with other
horses. Has had some professional dressage training. A sweet, brave, genuine mare. 

34. (Stable 34)                                                       
WHITE WELL AUGUSTA RIO reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 15h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T
ZORGVLIET dam WHITE WELL LEGEND by WOODBROOK COGNAC. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in
traffic. This little horse has taken time to develop and has been brought on slowly.
He has schooled cross country and showjumping over tracks of 1m but has plenty of
scope and great use of himself. He has 3 beautiful paces and rides very well on the
flat also. He has mild sweet itch which is easily managed. 

35. (Stable 35)                                                       
SUNLIGHT DREAMER reg. skewbald mare 6 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding
very well. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This
is a smashing cob with a great presence. Suitable for any rider. She has a great
temperament and is very quiet in everyway. She is straight and correct in everyway.

36. (Stable 36)                                                       
LOON PEAL reg. roan/dun mare 5 yrs. about 15.2h. by FINNANLOON FLIGHT
dam MULLAGHGLOSS PANSY by MULLAGHGLOSS SAM. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe and box. Dam full Connemara pony.

37. (Stable 37)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by RIYALAN dam BEECHFIELD DAISY by ST
JOVITE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
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38. (Stable 38)                                                       
SAUNDERSCOURT ROLLER reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIAMOND
ROLLER dam SAUNDERSCOURT PRESENTING by CARRICK DIAMOND LAD.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic.

39. (Stable 39)                                                       
BLACKWATER LAD reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 17.3h. Broken and riding.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice easy genuine
horse for sale. Hacks out alone. Competed in 2 local hunts. Lovely gentle giant. 

40. (Stable 40)                                                       
SUPER SONIC JET reg. brown geld. 7 yrs. about 16.2h. by SUNNY BOY dam
CREEVYS GIRL by TOUCHDOWN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Evented.
4 double clears under Eventing Ireland rules this seaon with 2 top 10 finishes. Well
schooled and mannerly with a bright future. 

41. (Stable 41)                                                       
CUTTEEN RUM reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16h. by CURTAIN TIME dam SEEFIN
RUN by BUSY FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Schooling well over poles. Should make a good cross
country or event horse. Ran once in PT. 

42. (Stable 42)                                                       
LATANJA G reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by VITTORIO dam NATANJA by
CONTANGO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic. 3 SJI
points won to date. Bred a foal in 2020. Broken in Feb 2021 as a 5YO. Easy to handle
and do all with. Showjumping in SJI shows at 80/90cm competitions. Very well bred.
Would make a useful broodmare or a great competition horse. Very brave to the jump.

43. (Stable 43)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 1.65m by GALATAN dam WILLBROOK HOPEFUL
DREAM by BIG SINK HOPE. Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Pony Clubbed. Brought to riding club shows, unregistered shows and
derbys. Ready to move onto the next level.

44. (Stable 44)                                                       
MELLARY MIST reg. gey mare 5 yrs. about 17.2h. by BREEDA MOUNTAIN.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Full sister to Ballyhampshire who was 2nd in Dublin Horse Show 3YO loose
schooling. Has been on a few fun rides. Good to jump, snaffle mouth with 3 lovely
paces. Hacks alone or in company. Will make an ideal hunter, eventer etc. Ready to
go for upcoming season. 

45. (Stable 45)                                                       
CEOL NA GAOITHE reg. bay bay 7 yrs. about 15.1h. by INCH LAD. Breeding Not
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Carrying thoroughbred blood. This smart
type is by Inch Lad out of a winning Vinnie Roe mare. Homebred, he is a good mover. He
is experienced and is showing all the attributes to make a top class event horse. Very
straightforward and genuine in everyway. Exceptional jumper. Forward going.
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46. (Stable 46)                                                       
BOLGERSTOWN RAY reg. bay geld. 11 yrs. about 16.3h. Hunter trialled. Competed
at training shows. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Has done riding
club level combined training, showjumping, eventing up to 90cm with ease,
endurance eireann rides. Hacks out alone or in company. 

47. (Stable 47)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by AMIGO B dam KILMURRY FLIGHT by
ERRIGAL FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. 

48. (Stable 48)                                                       
Reg. appaloosa mare 12 yrs. about 16.2h. by CALINS FIRST LAD dam GRANSHA
LADY. Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Great hunting mare, just sit on and go. Has hunted for several seasons. Has been in
a riding school, done it all. Has bred foals in the past. Would be suitable as both
broodmare/ lovely hunter. Currently ridden by a 16 year old girl. Sale due to lack of
space for winter. Deserves a 5* home. Will hack out alone or in company. A very
genuine and safe mare. 

49. (Stable 49)                                                       
DOLLY reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip
and ride.

50. (Stable 50)                                                       
SELARON STEPS reg. brown geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND
dam RENAISSANCE RIO by CAPTAIN RIO. Breeding Recorded. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This
attractive TB horse ran 4 times on the flat. Brother/ half brother to two multiple
winners. Now eventing successfully at EI90 and EI100 level. Placed 1st at Crecora,
2nd at Blackstairs, 9th at National Championships (when best TB) and 10th at
Tattersalls in this, his first year. Clear cross country each time. A gentleman of a
horse and an exciting prospect. 

51. (Stable 51)                                                       
CALYPSOS ANGLE reg. roan mare 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by PRESCOTT DIAMOND
dam PENNY OF BALLYHOURA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Broken
and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Not an
easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic.

52. (Stable 52)                                                       
SADBH reg. grey mare 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by YEATS dam KINNITTY DIAMOND
by RICARDO Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and
ride. Sadbh has a lovely temperment. Will jump a 1m track. Has hacked out alone.

53. (Stable 53)                                                       
Reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by ARS VIVENDI dam SUNSET HARBOUR by
COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. The filly has schooled over poles and cross
country fences. She would make an ideal hunter. 



54. (Stable 54)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by CRAIGSTEEL dam CORONEA PRINCESS by
WELCOME DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed
at training shows. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe and
box. Riding very well on the flat. Has competed in unregistered events and
showjumping up to 1m level. Snaffle mouth.

55. (Stable 55)                                                       
TKS DREAMLINE reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 17.0h. by MERMUS R dam
BADGERHILL CRUISE by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Brave and careful over a pole. Competed up to
1.10cm level. Well hunted and has done lots of cross country. Dam has 201 SJI points
and competed up to 1.40m level. 

56. (Stable 56)                                                       
MARINAS PANDORA reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam
TIADORA by DIAMOND VALLEY GOLD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

57. (Stable 57)                                                       
RNG BINKY HILL reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by QUIDAM JUNIOR I dam
HAIACHI HILL by CLOVER HILL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box and clip. 10 SJI points won to date. Rare opportunity to acquire this old Irish
bloodline with Clover Hill, Thatching and Quidam Junior. This mare is competing
regularly at 1m-1.10m level. She is brave, forward and careful. Due to being a 5YO,
not recommended for a novice rider. 

58. (Stable 58)                                                       
KING KOOZIE reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. by KINGS MASTER dam SALLY PRINT by
BLUEPRINT. Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with
The Kerry Fox Hunt on 3 occassions. Hunted lightly and showjumping. Qualified for
final of Young Irelander Millstreet.

59. (Stable 59)                                                       
GREENFIELDS LADY ROYALE reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by HSF
CARDENTO ROYALE dam NICOLE NO HOPE by BIG SINK HOPE. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

60. (Stable 60)                                                       
Reg. black mare 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by FUTURE TREND dam CLUSTER OF DIAMONDS
by COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Blood mare with lovely paces, lovely attitude. Makings of a good event horse. 

61. (Stable 61)                                                       
GLENIDAN TOBIAS reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16h. by TOLAN R dam GLENIDAN
VILLA GOLD by BALLINVELLA. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Half
brother showjumped to 1.20m and dams half brother competed 2* eventing and a
half sister competed CSI2 in Europe. As just broken, has schooled once cross country
and once schooled showjumping. Dam by Ballinvella and grandam by Cloverhill. 
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62. (Stable 62)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 13 yrs. Full details on our online gallery. 

63. (Stable 63)                                                       
FUTURE QUINTENDER PRINCE reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by QUINTENDER
dam FUTURE BEAUTY by FUTURE TREND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Really smart type with a good step. Has competed at training shows and hunter
trialled. very well bred and well related horse with a promising future.

64. (Stable 64)                                                       
DRUMIN BARRONESS reg. bay mare 11 yrs. about 15.2h. by WOMANIZER dam
DRUMIN COUNTESS by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. 39 SJI
points won to date. Has competed up to 1.25 including the RDS young rider
championships placing 2nd at the qualifier and numerous amateur classes. She is a
really competitive, fun mare with a super temperament and should be perfect for a
kid or an amateur. Has bred 2 foals but is back in work and currently competing at
unregistered shows with an amateur.

65. (Stable 65)                                                       
KILCLOGHER ALL THAT JAZZ reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by
WATERVALLEY COOL DIAMOND dam CORNHILL LADY by CLARENBRIDGE.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe and box. Has competed at
training shows and schooled cross country. Very honest horse. Has been slowly
produced. Was broken last year and left off until the spring to mature. Has a very
sweet nature and willing to learn. Ready to go on to the next stage and start
competition work. Will excel in any equine discipline. 

66. (Stable 66)                                                       
MERRY JOHNNY reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 15h. Competed at training shows. Pony
Clubbed. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and
in traffic. Has 3 nice paces with a powerful canter. Has attented pony camp and
competed at Junior Level Pony Club one day events and training shows. He is strong
and bold cross country with a nice jumping technique. He will make a super
competition prospect.

67. (Stable 67)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 1.68m by LANCELOT dam SLIEVE DOOLEY by KINGS
MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe and box. Hunted with the Louths on a
few occasions for 2 seasons. This gelding is ready to move onto the next level. He has
three lovely paces and a good jump. He is brave cross country.

68. (Stable 68)                                                       
BALLYHEERIN AFELLAYS GIRL reg. chestnut mare 6 yrs. about 16h. by AFELLAY
Z dam FANDAWEST ZUIDAM STAR CRUISE by ZUIDAM. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. This mare is
exceptionally well bred coming from some top showjumping bloodlines. She has
competed at training shows and schooled cross country showing a lot of talent. Her
sire Afellay Z, is by one of the worlds top stallions Air Jordan Z, competed to grand
prix level in Ireland with Daniel Coyle. Her dam is by Zuidam who also jumped to
1.40m level. This mare has the pedigree to go far in the right hands.
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69. (Stable 69)                                                       
PURPLE WAGON reg. bay mare 9 yrs. about 16h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Lovely well experienced hunting mare. She has hunted with the East
Clare Harriers, Country Clare Hunt, Galway Blazers and East Galway Hunt on
several occasions for the last 5 years, She is honest and brave over poles and when
crossing country (walls, ditches, drains) out hunting. She would succeed in any
branch of equestrian sport.

70. (Stable 70)                                                       
BGS JUDGE JUDY reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T
ZORGVLIET dam BGS GREY MIST by GREAT PALM. Breeding Recorded. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. 4 eventing Ireland
points won to date. Has competed at EI 110 eventing and showjumping 1.10m. She is
a straight brave mare cross country. She has 3 lovely paces and a scopey jump. She will
be a very fun mare for someone wanting to go eventing. She is by Dignified and dam by
Great Palm TB. She has lots of blood in her breeding. An exciting prospect for future.

71. (Stable 71)                                                       
CAROS reg. grey filly 10 yrs. about 16.1h. by YEATS dam DIAMOND MINSTRAL.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic.

72. (Stable 72)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by CHINOOK ECLIPSE dam OBOS DREAMER
by OBOS QUALITY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely quality horse with
3 lovely paces. Schooled cross country.

73. (Stable 73)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 6 yrs. about 1.65m by BEACHBALL dam DREAM MAKER by
MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe and box. Just
broken last year and brought on slowly. Schooled over coloured poles and cross
country. Lovely blood type with good paces. Quiet to hack out alone or in company. 

74. (Stable 74)                                                       
DROMBANE CLASSIC reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS QUALITY dam
DROMBANE DILEMMA by VDL ARKANSAS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 4 SJI points. Super
movement, jump and brain. Will have completed an EI event by time of sale. 2nd foal
from dam, half brother Drombane Dynamite sold at Go For Gold, 2* eventing USA.
Dam, half sister to Fernhill Ambassador, 4* eventing and Drombane Dancer, 1.20m.
2nd dam Puissance Lady bred Old Ireland, 1.45m and the stallion Yeats, 1.30m. Same
damline produced HHS Geneva, 1.50m and HHS 007, 1.50m. X-rays available.

75. (Stable 75)                                                       
FLASH reg. brown geld. 5 yrs. about 1.67m by WOMANIZER dam CARBURY ROSE by
MOHILOL TREBLE C. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has
shown with success both inhand and under saddle. Excellent flatwork combined with a
scopey careful jump to make him an ideal candidte for next years age classes.
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76. (Stable 76)                                                       
TRADHEARG GOLD IMPERIUM reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by PUISSANCE
dam GOLDEN ROSE BOUNCER by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has successfully competed at SJI shows up to 1m
and schooling bigger at home. Brave and careful. Schooled cross country. He is an
eye catching gelding and always stands out. Will go a long way in the right hands.
Easy to handle. 

77. (Stable 77)                                                       
FINOD BIG FELLOW reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 1.68m. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. He has done training shows and cross country. Hunted with the North Mayo
Harriers for 3 seasons. Is very brave and honest. Will hack out alone or in company. 

78. (Stable 78)                                                       
MAVERICK reg. bay geld. 15 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Evented. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Hunted, done sponsored ride. Will ride front of crowd or back. 

79. (Stable 79)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 17 yrs. about 17h. by BONMAHON DECIES dam PRECIOUS
CLOVER by TARA CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Hunted over many seasons. Selling due to riders work commitment.
Breeding includes Glidawn Diamond.

80. (Stable 80)                                                       
DICTONS BUDDY reg. skewbald geld 8 yrs. about 16.0h. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Rider outgrown.
Hunted with the Kilkenny Foxhounds on numerous occasions for two seasons. 

81. (Stable 81)                                                       
BIG RED reg. chestnut geld. 6 yrs. about 17.3h. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe,
box, ride and in traffic. Has been to a few training shows. Will make a nice big horse. 

82. (Stable 82)                                                       
TIMELESS DREAMER reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by MORPHEUS dam
TIMELESS WHISPER by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe and box. 7 SJI points won to
date. Registered with SJI competing 1m10 showing great potential and will go far
in the right hands. Very honest horse. Has done fun rides, hunter trials but mostly
kept showjumping. 

83. (Stable 83)                                                       
KILCLOGHER BERKLEY reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by BERKLEY
CRUISE dam DRUMLIN LEGACY by COURAGE 11. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Evented. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely traditional Irish horse. Competed at training
shows and one day events. Lovely easy horse. 
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84. (Stable 84)                                                       
LA VIE HOF TER ZEEDYCKE reg. bay mare 10 yrs. about 16.2h. by GRAND CRU
VD ZEEDYCKE dam EVITA HOF TER ZEEDYCKE by MILLE RAMIRO. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 133
SJI points won to date. Top young rider/amateur mare. Has successfully competed
up to 1.35 with placings this summer in 1.30 classes. Very genuine and easy mare to
ride that has done it all. Easy to shoe, box, clip and in all other ways.

85. (Stable 85)                                                       
MURNEEN MERMUS reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 1.68m by MERMUS R dam LEOS
FANCY by LUIDAM. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Broken 
during the summer. Schooled cross country. Nice quiet horse. Should make a nice
hunting horse. 

86. (Stable 86)                                                       
RADDISON LADY reg. bay mare 9 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding. Pony
Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

87. (Stable 87)                                                       
FARLOWS LITTLE LORD reg. brown geld. 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by FARLOW dam
BOGGER PRINCESS by TEMPLEBREADY BO'SUN. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Has
a little hunting done but not much due to COVID-19. Also has a good ability to jump
but hasnt been competed. 

88. (Stable 88)                                                       
JAYBEE MAUNEY reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 17h. by COURT CAVE dam
ANSHABELLA by ANSHAN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Evented. Guaranteed an easy ride.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Competed at unaffiliated ODE's. 
Taken part in numerous SJ leagues. Has taken part in riding club activities. 
Has been competed by lady riders. Snaffle mouthed. Well schooled alrounder. Nice
moving horse.

89. (Stable 89)                                                       
HALLIE reg. grey geld. 10 yrs. about 16.1h. by WRS DALYS PRIDE dam COURT
SUN by WRS SUN RICH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This
horse has hunted and gone to fun rides.

90. (Stable 90)                                                       
WESTFIELD MARY reg. bay mare 15 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic.

91. (Stable 91)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 8 yrs. about 1.68m by FADO FADO dam HAWKEYE SUZY by
HAWKEYE. Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. 
Pony Clubbed. Hunted with the Meaths on a few occasions for 1 season. This gelding
has been brought on slowly, given time to mature. Has been shown and done riding
club shows.
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92. (Stable 92)                                                       
MY IRISH QUALITY DIAMOND reg. bay mare 7 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS
QUALITY 004 dam MY IRISH COOLCORRON MISTY by COOLCORRON COOL
DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Schooled cross country. Very easy to do anything with.
Suitable for an amateur or experienced rider. A lovely mare for some one to bring
on. Dam jumped 1.35m. Spring Diamond on damside.

93. (Stable 93)                                                       
LUNDY LU reg. brown mare 16 yrs. about 16h. by ARS VIVENDI dam LUNDI LUX
by OLYMPIC LUX. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Schooled cross country. 

94. (Stable 94)                                                       
WHITETHORN WILDCAT reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 1.6m by CRUISING
ARISH dam IMPERIAL DYNASTY by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Half sister WEC Imperial Master (1.35m), Lady Imperial (1.30m) and MGH
Banky Moon (2* eventer). Dam is a half sister to Wingates Paragon (1.50m), Luxella
(1.40m) and Fanny Farckle (1.40m). Same damline as Arraghbeg Clover. Has been
to training shows and well schooled cross country.

95. (Stable 95)                                                       
BOBBY LIAM reg. dun geld. 9 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding. Hunter 
trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride.
Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Exceptionally
good mover.

96. (Stable 96)                                                       
MAURAS WAY reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by GETAWAY dam
INARTICULATE by DEFINITE ARTICLE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very genuine and quiet mare. Has been
racing but not cut out for the job. Has been out jumping and cross country. Proving
to be very honest, jumps well. Ideal horse for someone for hunting, jumping, team
chasing or a fun horse.

97. (Stable 97)                                                       
MAPLEVALLEYS CONCORDE reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by ROYAL
CONCORDE dam ROYALE DOUGLAS by ARD VDL DOUGLAS. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Has
done a few schooling shows to date. Showing plenty of ability.

98. (Stable 98)                                                       
ROCKY reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by CLOVER ECHO dam MAISY 
by TYRONE DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. 
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to box, clip and in traffic. 12 SJI points won to date. Traditional Irish bred
horse. Competed SJI up to 1.20m level including double clear HSI 5YO class 
Cavan. Snaffle mouth. Brave to a fence. Hacks out alone or in company. Schooled
cross country and hunted on one occasion. Full brother to Ecclesville who competed
to 1.45m level.
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99. (Stable 99)                                                       
Reg. bay mare 9 yrs. about 16h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam ERRIGAL ROSE by
ERRIGAL FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and Riding. Quiet to shoe and box.
Dam is a premier broodmare who bred one of the top young eventers in England.
Nice riding mare with real broodmare potential and has a full green book,.

100. (Stable 100)                                                     
Reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by WELL CHOSEN dam HOUSE NATIVE by
OVERBURY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Lovely mare with great step and jump. Ideal
event type. Ready to go on. 

101. (Stable 101)                                                     
Reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CRAFTY CALL dam DINNYS CARRABAWN
by CARRABAWN VIEW. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. 
Competed at training shows. Schooled over cross country. Hacks out alone and
in company. 

102. (Stable 102)                                                     
CRYSTAL CREAM reg. dun geld. 6 yrs. about 1.57m by RIVERSIDE LAD dam
SCARLET LADY by MONAGHANSTOWN FIONN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The Old Mill Foxhounds on numerous occasions.
Nice horse with 3 good paces. Well hunted and schooled cross country.

103. (Stable 103)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 15h. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Nice cob to work with.

104. (Stable 104)                                                     
BEACON HILL reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 16.0h. by WATERMILL SWATCH dam
VESPA by ALLSMOKE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Very well used gelding.
Has been used in a riding school. 

105. (Stable 105)                                                     
PROSPECT PURPLE reg. grey mare 8 yrs. about 15.2h. by PURPLE LAD dam
COEVERS DIAMOND PET by COEVERS DAIMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the East Clare Harriers and County Clare
Hunt on several occasions. She is honest, brave over poles and cross country. Will
succeed in any equestrian discipline. 

106. (Stable 106)                                                     
Reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by UMONIA 60 dam CARRIBBEAN BLUE 
by GURRAUN ZIDANE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. 
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Chieftain is a
good looking gelding who is a pleasure to ride and look after. With 3 correct paces.
He has been schooled over showjumps, cross country and on the flat. Easy to do, a
lovely natured horse in the yard. He would make a smart ladies hunter and/or 
a competition horse.
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107. (Stable 107)                                                     
BALA reg. bay mare 8 yrs. about 1.68h. by SIMBA dam RICHMOND LUCKY GIFT
by CHIPPISON. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Pony
Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic.

108. (Stable 108)                                                     
JEFF reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by CRUISINGS AMBASSADOR 
dam VERONICAS PRINCESS by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Broken 
and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and in traffic. Fine balanced individual likely to excel in a multitude of
disciplines.

109. (Stable 109)                                                     
LISBANE CAVALIER reg. grey geld. 7 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam
SHANNONDALE SHURAZ by CASCALETTO ST GHYVAN Z. Breeding Recorded.
Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. 19 SJI points won to date. Eye
catching grey gelding jumped up to 1.10m and has evented. Proving very honest and
straightforward. Has the paces and presence to also excel at dressage. Great
temperament to work with.

110. (Stable 110)                                                     
JACK reg. bay geld. 12 yrs. about 16.2h. by MR. CLOVER dam MONICIA by ARAN.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the Scarteen Black
and Tans with a lady rider for 8 seasons. Used as a hireling horse. Quiet to hack in
woods and on the road. Currently schooling on the flat and showjumping. Rides up
front and at the back. Same home for the last 6 years. Would suit competent teenager/
young adult.

111. (Stable 111)                                                     
BERTIE reg. bay geld. 9 yrs. about 16.3h. by CONCETTO dam HAUPTSTUTBUCH
GRACTA by GRANDENSTERN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. 
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Very attractive 9YO. Three
lovely pacces, competed at training shows. Showing huge potential to excel in 
any discipline.

112. (Stable 112)                                                     
KARIN DELLA CACCIA reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.72m by KANNAN dam
FANTASY DELLA CACCIA by NUMERO UNO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box and ride. A very well-bred son of the great Kannan. This horse is
schooling 1m- 1.10m at home. An easy ride with a great attitude and brain. One of
his half brothers jumped up to 1.50m with Martin Fuchs, while another successfully
competed up to 1.55m level. Easy in and out of the stable. Rare opportunity to
purchase a world class pedigree.

113. (Stable 113)                                                     
FLASH reg. bay geld 11 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Beautiful cob with a kind and friendly
temperament. No vices. 
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114. (Stable 114)                                                     
GRANTSTOWN CHARLOTTE reg. roan mare 6 yrs. about 15.3h. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very quiet easy mare. Used in a riding school.
Has done sponsored rides. Hacks out to the beach. Schooled cross country.

115. (Stable 115)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.58m. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Has been used for leisure riding. Brought
schooling cross country and to local training shows. 

116. (Stable 116)                                                     
STEP UP TO THE MIC reg. chestnut mare 8 yrs. about 15.2h. by FINANCIAL
REWARD dam ALMOST ILLEGAL by KILDALTON KING. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Traditional
Irish bred mare. Competed in riding club eventing and showjumping to A.I. Placed
and won many working hunter and small hunter classes. Ability to go further. Rides
very well on the flat. 

117. (Stable 117)                                                     
LOUGHAN GIRL reg. grey mare 11 yrs. about 16.2h. by OH CAROLS REBEL dam
FANNY MAY by ARD GRANDPA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the Roscommons on a few occasions
for 5 seasons. This is a beautiful looking dapple grey mare. Nice big type with a
commanding presence.

118. (Stable 118)                                                     
BBK SUMAYA reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by BALLYNOLIN DUDLEY dam
CUT THE CORNER by CUT THE MUSTARD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 16 SJI points won to date. A first class Irish bred
sport horse, brought on slowly and currently jumping 110 with double clears at local
competitions. Jumping 120-130 at home and now ready for 120s. Ideal for young rider
to start their journey to GP. Quiet, very intelligent always wanting to please with
enormous scope and ability to burn. As a 3YO had a colt foal by Arkan. 

119. (Stable 119)                                                     
MILANS GLORY reg. brown geld 9 yrs. about 16.2h. by MILAN dam PAN TO
GLORY by TAIPAN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A gentleman who loves to
be groomed and please his rider. Hacks out alone or in company and is lovely and
easy to ride. A lovely mover who has scored very well in intro level dressage as well
as jumping a course of small jumps with scope for higher. 

120. (Stable 120)                                                     
BALLYLYNCH BELLWETHER reg. bay mare 13 yrs. about 16.1h. by FRENCH
BUFFET dam BALLYLYNCH BABE by FREDDIE'S STAR. Breeding Recorded.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Traditional Irish sport horse. Has evented with
eventing Ireland. Competed in riding club dressage, showjumping and hunter trials.
Has bred one foal. 
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121. (Stable 121)                                                     
TED reg. bay geld 9 yrs. about 16.3h. by RICARDO ROYALE dam LOUGHMOURNE
DIAMOND by FLINTSTONE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A super hunter.
Hunted all over the south of Ireland, wire/gates/walls/banks etc. Nice mover well
capable of jumping a 1.15/1.20 track. 

122. (Stable 122)                                                     
CAN YOU TELL ME THE FUTURE reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by
FUTURE TREND dam DROMINBOY PRINCESS by COUGAR. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride.
Has 32 SJI points won to date. Exceptionally good looking mare with 3 good paces.
Should go on to make a lovely amateur/young rider/junior horse. 

123. (Stable 123)                                                     
YFS JUPITER reg. brown geld. 8 yrs. about 17h. by PACINO dam SHANROE
SUBLIME by JUPITER DU THOT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 19 SJI points won to date. Lovely big
gelding by Pacino. Suitable for an amateur rider or the hunting field. Has successfully
competed up to 1.20 with 19 SJI points accumulated this year. Genuine, honest and
easy horse that has done it all. Easy to do everything with. 

124. (Stable 124)                                                     
Reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 17.1h. by ISLAND COMMANDER dam MEXICO IMP by
MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Dam full
sister to 3 * international event horse Master Mexico . Has showjumped up to 1metre.
Well schooled across country. Well suited to hunting in hedge country. 

125. (Stable 125)                                                     
MY IRISH QUALITY PADDY reg. grey geld. 10 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS QUALITY
004 dam NASHVILLE DIAMOND by RAKISH PADDY. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Competed at training shows up to 1.10/1.20m by an amateur, then let out owing to
commitments. Paddy is a stunning model of a horse. Schooled cross country. Has
hunted on several occasions.

126. (Stable 126)                                                     
COOGA reg. grey geld. 8 yrs. about 16.2h. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

127. (Stable 127)                                                     
Reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 17.2h. by LETTERLAND dam CASTLEBANNY BOUNCER
by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Big
weight carrying gelding. Hunted quietly at 4 and also for 5/6 days last season with the
Killinick Harriers and the Carlow Farmers. Has good basic flatwork. Jumps a course
of show jumps and has been around many cross country courses. Well schooled over
natural banks and drains. Ride down to a hedge, rails and stone walls in a nice manner. 
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128. (Stable 128)                                                     
ACHILL ALLERGO reg. grey geld 7 yrs. about 15.2h. by DRYMILLS BRIDGEBOY
dam STRIPE LASS by BLUE SMOKIE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding 
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. 
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Rider outgrown.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic.Hunted and participated at sponsored rides on a couple of occasions. Shows 
a lot of potential over poles. Looking for young person to compete with to take 
to next level. 

129. (Stable 129)                                                     
LIMBO DELIGHT reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 16.3h. by DUNELIGHT dam
LIMBO BLOSSOM by FREDDIE STAR. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Will have more done by time of sale.

130. (Stable 130)                                                     
Reg. grey geld 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by WOMANIZER dam DOUGLAS ROYALE by
ARD VDL DOUGLAS. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in
traffic. Very attractive blood horse with good step. Competed up to 1.10m and
numerous unaffiliated events. A careful and brave jumper. 

131. (Stable 131)                                                     
THE CONQUISADOR reg. chestnut geld 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by A UMONIA 60 dam
CLONINCURRAGH ARTEMIS by CHARANTE. Breeding Recorded. Beautiful blood
horse that is schooled and ready to go on. Will excel in all disciplines. Has exceptional
paces and is very comfortable under tack. This horse is riding beautifully and has
done numerous training shows. He is a scopey and careful horse out cross country. X
Rays available. 

132. (Stable 132)                                                     
MARCELLI reg. brown mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by ARS VIVENDI dam LUNDY LUX
by OLYMPIC LUX. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Schooled cross country

133. (Stable 133)                                                     
OAKPORT FLAMENCO ROYALE LADY reg. bay mare 7 yrs. about 1.69m by JE
T'AIME FLAMENCO dam LUIMNEACH by LIMMERICK. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Big good looking mare with a huge step and canter. Combining
the very best bloodlines, her grandam is by Clover Hill out of a Middle Temple mare.
Has hunted. 

134. (Stable 134)                                                     
TROPICAL STREAM reg. brown mare 7 yrs. about 16.0h. by MAHLER dam
TROPICAL OASIS by INDIAN RIVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed
an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This mare has raced and
been retrained to compete in showjumping. Has competed in 2 training shows and 2
SJI shows and may compete up to time of sale. This very kind mare has taken
exceptionally well to her new career. 
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135. (Stable 135)                                                     
BLM HILLSIDE CAYADO reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 16.3h. by CAYADO dam BM BARBIE
DOLL by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed 
at training shows. Evented. Great potential for either showjumping or eventing. Boasting
around 60% TB, Half brother to Cooley Cosmopolitan, Hillside D'Artangnan, Blm
Cosmopolitan Dandy, Blm authentic Diamond and Blm Diamond Doll. 

136. (Stable 136)                                                     
POLLY reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.58m by BALLISTIC M2S dam OZY CRUISE
M2S by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Super step and schooled across country. Will excel in any equestrian
activity. 

137. (Stable 137)                                                     
DINNYS PORTRAIT reg. grey geld 8 yrs. about 16.1h. by PORTRAIT GALLERY
dam DINNYS CARRABAWN by CARROWBAUN VIEW. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Schooled over cross country. Hacks
out alone or in company. Will excel in any equestrian discipline. 

138. (Stable 138)                                                     
BALLYKNOCK LOOKALIKE reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 16.2h. by RICARDO Z dam
EMEO MCGUINNESS by CORRIB CAVALIER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Has 37 SJI points won to date. Hunted and schooled over
cross country. Very brave and honest. Competed at showjuming up to 120cm level
with scope to go higher. 

139. (Stable 139)                                                     
TINAHELY THUNDER reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 16.1h. Just broken and riding.
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Hacks out alone and in company. Jumping a small course
of both poles and cross country. 

140. (Stable 140)                                                     
Reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.65m. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Nice mare who has done hunt canters
and riding club activities.

141. (Stable 141)                                                     
PLUTO VAN'T SMISVELD reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 1.75m by KANNAN dam
LOUISE VAN HET DALEMHOF by NABAB DE REVE. Breeding Recorded.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an
easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 24 SJI points won to date.
Very well bred. Grandam: Gancia De Muse who is jumping with Niels Bruynseels of
Belgium. Competed at training shows up to 1.10cm. Very straight forward easy to
do everything. 

142. (Stable 142)                                                     
LAVALLY SPRING reg. grey geld 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by CHILLOUT dam CAVALIER
HANNAH by COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 5 SJI points won
to date. Careful jump with good technique and scope, has all the attributes to make
a top class showjumper. No vices. 
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143. (Stable 143)                                                     
DICK MACKS HOTSHOT reg. chestnut geld. 10 yrs. about 16.2h. by CORGHANO
dam DICK MACKS AFRICAN SKY by BALLINVELLA LAD. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Paddy has
been used as a huntsmans horse and whips horse. He's got plenty of scope and is
well schooled over cross country. Will jump a course of fences.

144. (Stable 144)                                                     
DILBIRD reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by DILSHAAN dam CSF LADYBIRD by
ARS VIVENDI. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the Stonehall Harriers.

145. (Stable 145)                                                     
Reg. black geld. 10 yrs. about 15.2h. by SPRIGGAN dam CRAUGHWELL GEM.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. One in a million cob. Exceptionally quiet. Will
suit young, nervous or older rider looking to get back in the saddle. Has hunted for
numerous season, any position in the field. 100% honest safe genuine cob. Will take
the most basic rider over any country safely. Hacks out alone and in company. Has
SJ with very young rider

146. (Stable 146)                                                     
RUAH reg. chestnut geld 7 yrs. about 17.1h. by HARLEQUIN DU CAREL dam
URRAHILLS ALTESSE by CLOVER HILL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the
Ormond Hounds on four occasions for two seasons. 

147. (Stable 147)                                                     
Reg. bay mare 9 yrs. about 15.2h. by HARLEQUIN DU CAREL dam KILLEEN IMP
by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in
traffic. Straightforward mare, jumps well. Has done cross country, showjumping and
hunting etc. Hacks alone or in company.

148. (Stable 148)                                                     
NADIR reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by DOUGLAS VDL dam TULLIBARDS
FINAL COUNTDOWN by CLOVER MAN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 2 SJI points
won to date. Good looking horse with correct easy to ride flatwork. 3 good paces and
scopey jump. Some SJI points won with amateur rider. 

149. (Stable 149)                                                     
TERRYGEEHAN CKD reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 16.3h. by CARRICK KILDERRYS
DIAMOND dam TERRYGEEHAN TWINKLE by FURISTOS DIAMOND. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Lovely
traditional Irish bred mare. Easy in allways. Has competed at training shows
jumping courses of 1m10. Nice temperament always willing to please. Should make
a top end allrounder. 
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150. (Stable 150)                                                     
SUPER STAR reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 16h. by ANTAEUS dam MOORLOUGH
LADY by CRUISE ON. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding well. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Easy to do in everyway.
Has been to training shows. 100% to hack. Excellent breeding.

151. (Stable 151)                                                     
MASK FOFTYNINE reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CAVANAGH BOY dam
EASTER TALLOW. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

152. (Stable 152)                                                     
IMOGEN reg. bay mare 10 yrs. about 1.62m by RICARDO Z dam DINAN PALM by
GREAT PALM. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed
at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. A very kind straightforward
mare to do anything with.

153. (Stable 153)                                                     
Reg. skewbald geld 8 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Hunted with the FIngal Harriers on
numerous occasions for two seasons. 

154. (Stable 154)                                                     
BRUNO reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 16.0h. This horse has hunted and cross country
schooled. He is showing great promise around a track of fences. Will be a valuable
asset to any yard. 

155. (Stable 155)                                                     
CASSANDRA DELLA CACCIA reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.7m by QUICK STAR
dam R.CORRETTA II by CALIDO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. A high class mare from a top performing family with
half-brother Quarisma Della Caccia successfully competed up to 1.60m level and the
daughter of the famous Quick Star. Has competed up to 1.15m at training shows and
schooling bigger at home. Simple ride, snaffle mouth, auto changes, very brave,
careful and scopey. Easy in and out of the stable. Has been schooled xc.

156. (Stable 156)                                                     
STORM AND GLORY reg. bay mare 7 yrs. about 16.1h. by FAME AND GLORY dam
CARRIGMOORNA STORM by MANTJEU. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very genuine and quiet mare.
Has been racing but not cut out for the job. Has been out jumping and cross country.
Proving to be very honest, jumped everything. Ideal horse for someone for hunting,
jumping team chasing or a fun horse. Suit a novice ride.

157. (Stable 157)                                                     
FARRELLYS CHARDONNAY reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by WOMANIZER
dam FARRELLYS VISION by CLASSIC VISION. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. 17
SJI points won to date. This mare is a very good showjumping animal with great
technique and very careful. Showing great scope. Currently jumping 1m20. 
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158. (Stable 158)                                                     
NUTMEG reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by BALLYLAFFIN BRACKEN dam
CHOSEN HOORAH by WELL CHOSEN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. She is riding lovely on the
flat and jumping 1m tracks easily at home with scope to go on. She is very honest
and easy to do in everyway. Nutmeg is being sold due to rider in final year of college.

159. (Stable 159)                                                     
PENNY OF BALLYHOURA reg. brown mare 16 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding
very well. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed
an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely mare to ride. Very
quiet, great mother daughter share. Can take her straight out of the field and jump
up, very quiet on her own, with other horses and out at events. Very gentle mare. Up
in Kildalton Agriculture College for 2 years with equestrian students. Really quiet
to handle in everyway. 

160. (Stable 160)                                                     
FSS CORRELLI DE ROYALE reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.3h. by FSS CORRELLI
BRAVO dam IRELAND FOREVER by NORWICH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride.

161. (Stable 161)                                                     
JAY BOY reg. chestnut geld 7 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted
with the Killinick Harriers and Wexford Hounds. Competed in winter leagues. Quiet
and easy to do anything with. Very clever and brave over banks. 

162. (Stable 162)                                                     
KING DIEGO reg. bay geld 12 yrs. about 16.1h. by RICARDO Z dam LUCKY
SHEEBA by KILDALTON KING. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and
ride. Has 486 SJI points won to date. A handsome athletic horse with excellent
showjumping record. Competed with a number of successes to 1.30m with young
rider. Young Riders RDS qualifier winner. Recent winner 110cm Championship Final
in Cavan september 2021. Suit capable competent young rider. 

163. (Stable 163)                                                     
FIORUCCI reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 17.2h. by FOR PLEASURE dam ICING
by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip and ride. Well broken and loves his work. Showing a real easy jump and
carefulness over poles. Jumping 1.20m course with ease. Given time to mature and
ready for the next level. Half brother, True Grit 1.60m, Derryinver Luxury Cruise
1.50m, Nonstop iii 1.50m, Derryinver Truffle 1.50m, Dunaghmore 1.40m, Coachella
1.35m. Mare, Icing, herself a champion, half sister to Golda (Nations Cup winner)
and Esprit ISHD 1.40m and full sister to Loch Cruise 1.50m.

164. (Stable 164)                                                     
PALLAS MOONLIGHT reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by JKYPKE dam
MOONLIGHT by RYLANDS SEAMASTER. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and
riding. Good looking mare with nice paces. Suitable for eventing. 

165. (Stable 165)                                                     
DERIG ROS reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 16.0h. by WINDGAP BLUE dam
KILLOUNTAIN LUCY by HEIGH HO DUBH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box and clip.
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166. (Stable 166)                                                     
MIZ CASH reg. skewbald mare 6 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Beautiful coloured mare
with a kind and friendly temperament. 

167. (Stable 167)                                                     
Reg. bay mare 10 yrs. about 1.68m by KROONGRAAF dam MYTHICAL RUBY by
COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe and box. Has competed in
riding club events, schooled cross country and showjumped.

168. (Stable 168)                                                     
TH MINI MAGIC reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 16h. by CLINTON dam KONAMPA by
KOLIBRI. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. 28 SJI points won to date. Successfully competed up to 1.20 m level. Joint
winner HSI 5yo in Mullingar and Barnadown 2020 and also placed in the Irish
Breeders Classic Consolation final 2020. Ideal for a competitive young rider or
amateur to produce up the ranks.

169. (Stable 169)                                                     
MOREPARK ONYX reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 1.68m by A UMONIA 60 dam
HAZELWOOD FIRST LADY by SHENANDOAH PRINCE HOLLY. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic.
Has 19 SJI points won to date. An easy going straight forward mare. She has little
mileage as a 4 year old and 5 year old and now after 14 rounds of showjumping she
has 12 double clears so has gained 19 points. Onyx has excellent flat work and has
jumped cross country. Great temperament and manners. No vices and the same home
since a 3 year old. Will continue in work until sale. X Rays available. 

170. (Stable 170)                                                     
Reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 16.0h. by WATAR dam OFTEN SO by LUSO. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

171. (Stable 171)                                                     
HARLE DU PUISSANT reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 1.67m by PUISSANCE dam
HARLE TRUMP by HARLEQUIN DU CAREL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Has 31 SJI points won to date. A top end riding club/amataeurs horse.
Showjumping up to 1.20cm. Qualified for and took part in Balmoral Performance
Horse Championships finished 2nd in All Ireland Pony Club Teams Hunter Trials
ridden by a 13 year old novice girl. Placed 2nd and 3rd in Open Working Hunter
Classes. Competed in numerous jump cross classes and hunter trials. Hunted for a
full season. A real fun genuine horse with loads of ability to suit any discipline. 

172. (Stable 172)                                                     
ATHENANK reg. bay mare 12 yrs. about 16.2h. by LARIMAR dam MONTIMEJALO
by LOCATO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very easy
ride, exceptional ladies horse.
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4-YEAR-OLDS

173. (Stable 1)                                                         
BONMAHON BLUE TUNE reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by BONMAHON
MASTER BLUE dam BONMAHON SHAKIRA by BONMAHON DECIES. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. By the very
prolific stallion Master Blue out of a damline that has produced several good
performance individuals. This gelding has been produced slowly and shows great
potential. 

174. (Stable 2)                                                         
WS VIVA LA VIDA reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.63m by OLYMPIC LUX dam
MISTRESS HOPE by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Very sweet filly. Lots
of cross country schooling completed. 6 schooling shows done. Easy filly and careful
jumpper. X-rays available.

175. (Stable 3)                                                         
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILLINICK BOUNCER dam MISS ELLIE BAR
by GREY TYRERA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

176. (Stable 4)                                                         
LADY SEAVIEW reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by MOUNTPELIER SEAVIEW 
dam BALLYMACODY GIRL by MERRY MATE. Breeding Recorded. Broken 
and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to 
shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Cracking full ID filly. Extremely well bred with a leg 
in each corner. Competed in hunter trials and training shows. Rides beautifully 
on the flat and is showing great potential over poles. Easy to handle, shoe and 
box. Ladies ride. This mare has a fabulous step and has the potential to be a top
showing prospect. 
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177. (Stable 5)                                                         
GLENCAIRN EILE reg. bay mare 4 yrs. about 1.6m by CHACOA dam MALIBIUES
DANCER by OBOS QUALITY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very 
well. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, 
ride and in traffic. Has competed in eventing ireland EI90, placed 6th on her 
2nd day out. Completed Stepping Stones to Success, dressage in low range 30s,
always clear XC. Forward easy very willing filly, loves to please. Placed 2nd in 
ridden samll hunter and 2nd in open WH jumping up to 1m. Can be ridden 
in company or on her own. Would be ideal filly for someone to move up to the 
next stage. 

178. (Stable 6)                                                         
Reg. skewbald geld. 4 yrs. about 1.58m by GRANGE MERLIN SURF dam 
TEXAS FOXY by MR. TEXAS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very 
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed 
an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A nicely marked quality
inidividual. Would suit a child or teenager coming off ponies. Lovely movement 
and jump. 

179. (Stable 7)                                                         
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. by ALKAADHEM dam SHANTOU UNA by
SHANTOU. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. This gelding has a good temperment and is a super mover. Making a good
effort over poles. 

180. (Stable 8)                                                         
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIAMOND ROLLER dam DODDINGTON
PRINCESS by CARRICK DIAMOND LAD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Grandam is a full sister to Carrig Duibh,
International showjumper. 

181. (Stable 9)                                                         
TITANAMADO MAXWELL reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 17h. by BIENAMADO dam
CORRAGH MAXWELL LADY by FARRINGTONS SPONDULICKS. Breeding
Recorded. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet
to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Quality correct horse. With all the attributes to make
a top class event horse. Schooled xc on numerous occassions, proving to be brave and
honest with a good brain. Has competed SJ on temporary tickets, currently jumping
around 1m tracks. Easy in everyway. Straight moving with a good canter. Should
make a top event horse in the future. 

182. (Stable 10)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.63m by CHINOOK ECLIPSE dam FUTURA STING by
RANTIS DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Competed at training shows. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip and ride. Full sister to Ranger Wing, 4* eventer in UK. Numerous other high
class eventers in immediate family. Suitablefor lady/ teenager coming out of ponies.
Full traditional Irish breeding.
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183. (Stable 11)                                                       
MERRY DANCE reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by MERMUS R dam
KNOCKRATH SNEEZE by CYRANO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Half brother
to Knockrath Who's Who, FEI SJ 1.45m (NOR) and Burrough Hill Boy, winner of
4YO WH and reserve champion WH 2018 RDS. Dam, half sister to Touch Button,
FEI 1.50m SJ, Templepatrick Tiger Lilly and Templepatrick Toy Boy, both jumped
successfully SJI. Grandam bred The Gangster FEI 4* eventer, European team silver
meadilist, HESA Alcapone FEI eventer 1* and Water Hen SJI and dam of Newsman
BE eventer.

184. (Stable 12)                                                       
BONMAHON IMMY reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 1.66m by DIATENDRO dam
BONMAHON RED CLOVER by BONMAHON MASTER BLUE. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Her sire Diatendro is by
Diarado x Contendro 1 mare. The dam by Bonmahon Master Blue is a full sister to
Blue Moon and inspire who compete in America. This is a very talented filly with
alot of potential. 

185. (Stable 13)                                                       
EMERALD EMINEM reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by KROONGRAAF dam
EMERALD INOVATIVE by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Eminem has competed at numerous training shows and
is showing alot of promise. Mother has competed to 1.35m and has bred horses that
competed in the RDS and Lanaken.

186. (Stable 14)                                                       
FREDDIE reg. black geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by ROADSIDE TRUE BLUE dam
ANNIES LUCK by SPIDER WOMAN. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and
in traffic. Completed two hunt canters to date.

187. (Stable 15)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. by ASK dam MY LAST SERENADE by
BENEFICIAL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Schooled over poles and cross country course.

188. (Stable 16)                                                       
Reg. brown geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by TYSON dam WALTERSTOWN GIRL by
CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Big upstanding horse that shows
good movement and has a very strong showjumping pedigree. Has attended training
shows and will be cub hunted by the time of sale as part of his training. Showing a
lot of potential over a fence. 

189. (Stable 17)                                                       
RUA reg. roan geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. by CARRIGFADA TROY dam FUERTY
PRINCESS by WELCOME EMPEROR. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Quality pure bred I.D gelding. Participated in hound exercises last
winter/spring with Glandoran Hunt. Competed in combined training league this
summer. Shown in hand and under saddle this summer and always placed well. Dam
is an RDS ID Broodmare Champion. Has been brought on slowly with care.
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190. (Stable 18)                                                       
LONGFIELD CHILLOUT reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by CHILLOUT dam LOIS
DEARG BAY by BARON DE CHANTEPIE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Hunter trialled. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Should make top class hunter. Hunting with Bree and Wexford
Foxhounds to date. 

191. (Stable 19)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by ALDATUS Z dam LISSELTON CRUISE TWO
by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging over poles. Full
brother to KEC Kris Kringle SJ 1.50m ( William Tynan, USA). Full brother to Kec
Kwosity SJ 1.20m (Emma Rust) GBR. Full brother to KEC Krisko, show hunter in
USA. Half brother to Walkins in Paris 1.25m (Gerard Curtin, Munster )SJ.

192. (Stable 20)                                                       
RATHNALEEN TORINO reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by CASTLEFORBES
LORD LANCER dam LAHORNA SEYMORE by YOUNG FARHAAN. Breeding
Recorded. Recently broken and riding. Lightly schooled over cross country course
and has attended a number of training shows

193. (Stable 21)                                                       
WESTCOAST reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by ORESTUS dam CLEVER QUEEN
LUX by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Has competed at
numerous training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. This is a good
looking mare and has a good step.

194. (Stable 22)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 1.52m by BEACHBALL dam MIA SLIEVE GALLION
by DUNCAN DI BUSTED. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Schooled over coloured poles and cross country by
time of sale.

195. (Stable 23)                                                       
BONMAHON IRONIC reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.66m by KILOSSERY KLOVER dam
BONMAHON SWALLOW by FLAGMOUNT KING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Good moving traditional bred mare who
has been schooled cross country and shows great potential. Her sire, Kilossery Klover
is by Clover Flush x Cruising. His dam competed at Nation cup level for the Irish Army.
This fillys dam is from a great performance family and is by Flagount King. 

196. (Stable 24)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by SAGEBURG dam BELLA PATRICE by LUSO.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Lovely blood filly. Hacks out alone and in company. 

197. (Stable 25)                                                       
DERROON EAGLE reg. brown geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by IMPERIAL HEIGHTS
dam RATHDOONEY by TALDI. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Attractive blood type gelding with
tradtional Irish pedigree. Lovely paces and jump with a willing attitude. Backed May
2021. Competed twice at training shows and then let off. Just back in work and ready
to further his education.
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198. (Stable 26)                                                       
GAZELLO reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.63m by GEORGE Z dam LADY DARCO by
DARCO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Classy gelding with performance pedigree, jump and movement to match.
Likely to make top class showjumper/ eventer.

199. (Stable 27)                                                       
QUALITY BUSTED reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by OBOS QUALITY dam
BALLYARD MIST by DUCA DI BUSTED. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Attractive filly. Easy to work with. Strong
damline jumping up to 1.40m. 

200. (Stable 28)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by HERMES DE REVE dam CLONASSEY LASS
by BENEFICIAL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. This filly's brother is eventing in GB. Will make a nice
jumper/eventer. Has a lovely temperament.

201. (Stable 29)                                                       
THE DUKES REBEL reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.6m by ARDCOLUM DUKE 
dam ARDCOLUM REBEL by HUNTINGFIELD REBEL. Breeding Recorded. Just
broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Traditionally bred by the 1.60m showjumping sire Ardcolum Duke. Has
competed at a couple of training shows. Great temperament and easy to do 
in everyway.

202. (Stable 30)                                                       
CAPPOQUIN BEAUTY reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.2h. Broken and riding. Very
genuine and quiet mare. Has been out jumping and cross country. Proving to be very
honest. Very good over poles. Will take someone to big places in showjumping. Snaffle
mouth. Three lovely paces. Hacks alone or in company. 

203. (Stable 31)                                                       
Reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam BALLYBEG
MARIE by LAUGHTONS FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken but will be broken
by the time of the sale.

204. (Stable 32)                                                       
COEVERS AMBASSADOR reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by CRUISINGS
AMBASSADOR dam COEVERS EXILE by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Has schooled
cross country and jumping a small course of fences. He is an exceptional mover and
should excel in any discipline.

205. (Stable 33)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by DILSHAAN dam GHAREEBS PORTER by
PORTER RHODES. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quality gelding, willing
and showing a lot of promise. Has been to a couple of training shows and has been
cross country schooled. Ideally suited to a career in eventing.
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206. (Stable 34)                                                       
BONMAHON INITIALLED reg. grey mare 4 yrs. about 1.66m by BONMAHON
MASTER BLUE dam BONMAHON TANYA by TEMPLE CLOVER. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. This filly is a full sister to Quick Step and Cool Spring
who compete on the Irish Circuit. She is a half sister to Breakin Hearts and
Bonmahon Emerald who also compete at a high level on the Irish circuit. Very easy
mare with a lot of potential. Her dam is by Temple Clovers Diamond Boy. The sire
Bonmahon Master Blue was a showjumping stallion who competed for the Irish
Army at International level

207. (Stable 35)                                                       
DONDALE CASSANOVA reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by ORESTUS dam
CLAIRE Z by CHELLANO Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Beautiful blood horse riding extremely well. Huge
movement and great scope. This horse could be an international showjumper or
eventer. X rays available.

208. (Stable 36)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by CASTLECOMER Q dam CES ALI by
CHIPPISON. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Flashy blood gelding. Showing a lot of
potential. Will make a great showjumper or eventer. Lovely breeding with a good
step and temperament. A lovely horse to produce by a professional or amateur.

209. (Stable 37)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 1.63m by DUNELIGHT dam BRIEF BASH by
GOLDEN BASH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Cub hunted with The Old Mill Foxhounds. Nice
quality horse with 3 good paces.

210. (Stable 38)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 15.3h. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Lovely gelding with a good step and
jump. Has jumped at a few training shows proving easy and straightforward. 

211. (Stable 39)                                                       
BCT COCO BEAN reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by A PICOBELLO'S ARTIST Z
dam MAGIC HANNE by MAGIC RING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Nice straight forward event type mare. With
current owner since she was a 2YO. Very quiet to handle and has always been easy
to do since day one.

212. (Stable 40)                                                       
MBF BROKEN BLUE reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by BONMAHON
MASTER BLUE dam LANDSDOWN LADY by LANDSDOWN. Breeding 
Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to ride and in traffic. A very attractive gelding
with a big future ahead. Exceptional mover and jumper with a good brain to 
match. His grandam is by the TB Broken Hearted. Will be cross country 
schooled and jumping a course of fences by time of sale. One not to be missed. 
X-rays available. 
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213. (Stable 41)                                                       
MILCHEM MAVIS reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by MILCHEM CLASSIC
EDITION dam MULLENTINE WHITE DIESEL by CORLAND. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. A really lovely sweet filly with loads of ability and potential to
make a top class event horse or showjumper. 

214. (Stable 42)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by CAPRI VAN OVERIS Z dam CSF QUALITY
CHOICE by OBOS QUALITY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. This horse has
all the movement and jump to go to the very top of the sport. 

215. (Stable 43)                                                       
WHISKEY reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Whiskey has hunted with the
Killinick Harriers last season. Hacks out alone and in company. 

216. (Stable 44)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by MUSICAL PURSUIT dam CRAGG HILL by
COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Has evented unaffiliated at Killossery
training events, finishing 2nd twice. 

217. (Stable 45)                                                       
SLIPPERS reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by KNOCKFERRY CHEEKY BOOTS dam
DUENA by TB. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and clip.
Lovely blood filly with excellent paces. Competing at training shows and unaffiliated
events 90cm/1m. 

218. (Stable 46)                                                       
BONMAHON INKY reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 1.65m by GEORGE Z dam
MOPPERS CONTINTAL by BONMAHON MASTER BLUE. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Her sire George Z is the
International showjumper by Kannan. Her dam is by Bonmahon Master Blue who
competed in showjumping Internationally with the Irish Army. The grandam is by
Guidam. This fillys dam competes on the showjumping circuit. 

219. (Stable 47)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by AVOS JORDAN Z dam LIBERTY CRUISE by
CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Sire is by Air Jordan Z ex Libero H. This filly is half
sister to Luidam De La Cruise jumping 145cms and Onassis 135cms. Should make
a top class jumper or eventer. Has X-Rays. 

220. (Stable 48)                                                       
ROSIE reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Lovely blood filly showing great promise over a pole. Very brave 
and scopey. 
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221. (Stable 49)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by ROYAL STORM dam MEXICO LADY by
MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. This filly is half sister to
international 3* event horse Master Mexico. Rides well on the flat. Showjumping at
90cm and well schooled across country. Hs been seen to windsuck. 

222. (Stable 50)                                                       
DOVE reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by METROPOLE dam AUBANE GIRL by
SILVANO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice easy going filly. Schooled
around showjumping and cross country courses. Will be after competing in a training
show by time of sale. Has three nice paces. Plenty of scope. Lovely temperament. Will
make a lovely eventer. 

223. (Stable 51)                                                       
EARNEST JACK reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.0h. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and ride. Schooled cross country. 

224. (Stable 52)                                                       
MCS ROCKETMAN reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 17.0h. by ECHO KING dam
WELCOME QUEENIE by WELCOME FLAGMOUNT. Full Irish Draught. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 2 SJI points
won to date. Has lightly hunted, well schooled over ditches, cross country and
showjumped. with SJI to 1.05m. Hacks out alone or in company. Easy to load, shoe
and box, 

225. (Stable 53)                                                       
GORSEHILL OPHELIA reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.63m by OLDTOWN KC dam
GORSEHILL GABI by FRENCH BUFFET. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and
riding. Lunging well over poles. Well related filly, dam half sister to two 3* event
horses and one 4* event horse. Good looking filly with a great step. 

226. (Stable 54)                                                       
FUERTY REIGING LADY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by COUGAR dam
FUERTY FAILTE by WELCOME FLAGMOUNT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Eye catching 4
year old. Competed in a few of the youngster tour legs of the league showing great
potential for the future. Jumping 1m at shows. Brave and careful. Light off the
ground and easy balanced changes. Schooled cross country. Still green. Would suit
eventing or showjumping. 

227. (Stable 55)                                                       
BROCKAGH D'OR reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 1.6m by KORO D'OR dam 
BROCKAGH LADY FARNEY by FARNEY CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. 
Broken and riding very well. An easy horse to work with. Has a lovely jump and 
he is a very nice mover. Proving himself very honest and willing . Schooling over
cross country. 
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228. (Stable 56)                                                       
C. OTTEN VD KATTEVENNEN Z reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 17h. by CORNET
OBOLENSKY dam ELITE by DARCO. Breeding Recorded. Competed at training
shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Talented
gelding who has competed up to 1m. Otto is a half brother to Zilite (1.40) and out of
the jumping mare, Elite, who herself is a sister to the world class Dj Vd Kattevennen
(1.55). Uncomplicated and genuine horse with 3 good paces, a scopey jump and easy
established changes. Ready to progress in the hands of either a professional/amateur.
Huge potential in any competitive sphere.

229. (Stable 57)                                                       
BONMAHON IRMA reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by GUINNESS dam
BONMAHON GALE by TEMPLE CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Her sire, Guinness, competes internationally
with Harry Allen. The dam has already bred Cooley Titanium who competes
internationally in eventing. This mare shows alot of potential in either
showjumping/eventing.

230. (Stable 58)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by HILLSTAR dam GOOD LUCK MRS by GREAT
PALM. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Will be driving in long
reins by time of sales. 

231. (Stable 59)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 17.0h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam KILLERNAN YOKO
by TABASCO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Exceptionally quiet and easy to handle. 

232. (Stable 60)                                                       
JR BOND reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 1.68m by MERMUS R dam MS IMP by MASTER
IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to
shoe and box. Attractive dark bay gelding with a good step. Competed early spring
in training shows and again recently back in work. Schooled over cross country.
Likely to make a high level eventer or showjumper. 

233. (Stable 61)                                                       
FRANK reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by WINDGAP BLUE dam BALLINGIENE
ROSIE by CRUISING MICKY FINN. Breeding Recorded. A lovely horse to do
everything with. He also has a lovely mix of breeding in Carrabawn View, Blue Henry
and Cruising in his back breeding. He has cross country schooled and been hacked
out all summer by a 14 year old. Will have hunted and been to training shows by
time of sale. 

234. (Stable 62)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by FUTURE TREND dam RC OLYMPIC
IROKO by IROKO. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. This horses dam is a half
sister to RC Lux Vivendi who is jumping 1.50 with Joanna Clarke and he comes from
Dorada and Camblin line who jumped 1.60 with Shane Breen. This stylish horse is
proving easy to work with, a willingness to please which added to his elastic paces
he will go far.
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235. (Stable 63)                                                       
CARRICKS CREEWOOD DIAMOND reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by
CARRICK KILDERRYS DIAMOND dam CONANS CHOICE by NALDO. 
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows.
Lunging well over poles. Beautiful gelding with a big scopey jump. Has been schooled
cross country and show jumping. He is very willing to learn. Ready to excel in any
equestrian discipline.

236. (Stable 64)                                                       
SIMBA reg. chestnut geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by SINNDAR dam UZELLE DES
MOTTES by ROBIN DES CHAMPS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Straight mover with plenty of
scope. Will make a nice eventer. 

237. (Stable 65)                                                       
THISTLETOWN ESCOBAR reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 1.67m by RIVERLAND ROI
dam HAVANA CLUB. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Full brother
to 3 star eventer River Wild. Easy going horse with very good paces. Placed twice in
show ring under saddle from 2 outings. Very brave cross country. 

238. (Stable 66)                                                       
Reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by GETAWAY dam THE REAL CASEY by
SCORPION. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Make a nice eventer/ showjumper. Has a nice temperament.

239. (Stable 67)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by YEATS dam MY GARRISON GIRL by
GARRISON ROYALE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, ride and in traffic.

240. (Stable 68)                                                       
MYHIGHFIELD LADY JANE reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by CLONCASTLE
SILVER SQUIRE dam HIGHFIELD ROCK ROSE  by ALLEN ROCK. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This lovely big
Irish Draught mare has so much experience for her years. She has jumped
unaffiliated at a local show always clear in the 80cms and has lots more jump. She
has been around Flower Hill cross country. Will hack on any road, busy or otherwise
and will look at nothing. She had her 1st hunt and took it all in her stride. Will
continue to hunt

241. (Stable 69)                                                       
BONMAHON INKLING reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by BONMAHON 
MASTER BLUE dam BONMAHON LADY LASHES by CASTLELANE 
ROYALE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at 
training shows. Dam by Castlelane Royale (Temple Clover x Cavalier Royale).
Grandam is by Coevers Diamond Boy. Schooled cross country and training shows.
Very easy mare.
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242. (Stable 70)                                                       
SVS ZODIAC reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by ELVIS TER PUTTE dam JT'AIME
COOLEY by JE T'AIME FLAMENCO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Mother was placed at
the 1* Tattersalls International event and jumped up to 1.30m at 6YO. She is sister
to the 5* GP and Nations cup winning horse Zigali PS

243. (Stable 71)                                                       
Reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by BONMAHON MASTER BLUE. Breeding
Recorded. Just broken and riding. Will be schooled cross country. Lovely smart filly
with good canter and jump. Dam is TB. Will make top junior horse. 

244. (Stable 72)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam GRANGE CASTLE
by WINDSOR CASTLE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. A quality blood
type with good paces and a jump to match.

245. (Stable 73)                                                       
HECTOR reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 17h. by LANSDOWN dam AINE ALAINN
by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Taken part
in hunt canters. Hunted on a few occasions last season. Weight carrier. Plenty of
scope. Nice mover. Currently being ridden by a lady rider.

246. (Stable 74)                                                       
MAX reg. black geld. 4 yrs. about 1.62m by CASAGO dam SHARE THE FUN by
KIGALI. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Exceptional movement combined with a careful scopy jump. Sire by
Casall, made his Nations Cup debut at 1.60m level this summer. Dam is a half sister
to Cavendish jumping 1.55m, Dylano jumping 1.45m and herself jumped at 1.35m
level. First progeny now jumping 1.30m classes.

247. (Stable 75)                                                       
HILLSHAAN reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by DILSHAAN dam MOORESHILL
CLASSIC by CLASSIC VISION. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over
poles. This horses breeding goes back to Ginger Dick.

248. (Stable 76)                                                       
CILLBHRID NICK reg. black geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by BALOUBET DU ROUET
dam PORTROE COEVERS DIAMOND by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Half brother to UK based eventer Arcadiam
Imp. Dam is a full sister to 1.50 showjumper Sarahs Sparky. Dams full sister bred
Limestone Caesar who competed in the 7yo in Lanaken. Grandam by Clover Hill.
Always willing to please. Bright Future ahead.

249. (Stable 77)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. Just broken and riding. Lunging over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box.
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250. (Stable 78)                                                       
TC COBRA CRUISE reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 1.68m by COBRA dam TC MISS
CRUISE by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed
at training shows. This filly has a performance pedigree. She has competed
successfully at several shows this year. Will make a nice filly to jump 5YO classes
next season. Very easy and straightforward with a lot of potential.

3-YEAR-OLDS

251. (Stable 79)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KROONGRAAF dam LIGHT DEVINE by
KALANISI. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quality horse, good
movement, nice jump by top class showjumper out of TB mare with this breeding.
Should go to the top eventing. 

252. (Stable 80)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by CONDUIT dam LEOS GIFT by TIKKANEN.
Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Potential eventer/showjumper. Lately broken. Very
sensible, level headed horse. Easy to work with.

253. (Stable 81)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KROONGRAAF dam VELLA FLAVOUR by
BALLINVELLA. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quality blood
filly with a great step. Make top class eventer/ showjumper. By leading sire of eventers
and showjumpers, Kroongraaf. Dam bred 140 showjumper with excellent performance
bloodlines Ballinvella, Leabeg Clover Hill. Lunging and driving in long reins.

254. (Stable 82)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.68m by ORESTUS dam RED LIGHT by CAVALIER
ROYALE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Dam, Red Light,
evented to 3* level. Proven dam with progeny eventing and showing. This unnamed
filly is a half sister to Dartans Big Bird who has won many champion working hunter
classes this season. This filly is homebred and is lunging well both ways. Ready to
be broken in. She shows plenty of scope over her fences and looks a lovely big sort to
go on for eventing/ showjumping/ showing. 

255. P(Stable 83)                                                     
HENRY reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by BALTYDANIEL SILVER FLIGHT dam
ROSE SCUR by SHENANDOAH PRINCE HOLLY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

256. (Stable 84)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by CAVALIER LAND dam ALDATUS CRUISE by
ALDATUS Z. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box. Dam is full sister to Aspen Ridge (showjumper) and a half sister to
Stellor Kings Cruise (eventer/showjumper). Grandam is a full sister to Killossery
Kruistia who has won 418 eventing points. 
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257. (Stable 85)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by ROMANOV dam BIRCHWOOD HOLLY
by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. By Romanov (1.60m) x Grade
A Lux Z mare (Full sister to Chantelle 1.50m). From the same family as She's Got
It. Winner of HSI 5YO showjumping series 2021. Likely to make a top class horse.

258. (Stable 86)                                                       
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by WOMANIZER dam KILLEENARAN LADY by
COURAGE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging exceptionally well
over poles. Exceptional smart 3YO filly with lovely paces. Easy to work with and
eager to learn. Huge scope and ability with a floating stride. Her bloodlines which
trace back to the ever popular Heartbreaker and Coevers Diamond Boy opens up
many windows of opportunity across the disciplines. She is a unique type, one not to
be missed. 

259. (Stable 87)                                                       
Reg. palomino geld. 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by TULLABEG FUSION dam KILTUBRID
JEWEL by SHANNONDALE SARCO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Very striking elegant looking horse. By fashionable
sire. Very scopey jump with lovely movement. Will make a top horse. 

260. (Stable 88)                                                       
MD SANDYHILL CPT GEODAM reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by CLONASLEE
CAPTAIN CRISTO dam MURNEEN GLORY by GUIDAM. Breeding Recorded. Just
broken and riding, jumping a fence. Lunging well over poles. This horse has 3 lovely
balanced paces. Shows all the attributes to excel as an event horse.

261. (Stable 89)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by RUSTIC RIDGE dam AUGHARUE CANDY by
LEIGHLIN EMPEROR. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box.

262. (Stable 90)                                                       
DRUMILLER ADMIRAL reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.69m by BALOUBET DU
ROUET dam DRUMILLER TANGO by ARKO 111. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Nice horse with great pedigree. Sire Balou Du Rouet is one of the top producers of
both showjumpers and eventers. This geldings dam was retained as a broodmare
because of her jumping ability and super pedigree, Arko x Meabhs Clover. A flashy
horse to look at and showing excellent jumping potential. 

263. (Stable 91)                                                       
JENNY'S DIGNITY reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.58m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T
ZORGVLIET dam JENNY GEE by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging well over poles. Excellent breeding to this lovely filly. her grandam Lahorna
Belle was a full sister to Lahorna Queen by Clover Hill who was a grand prix mare.
Her dam, Jenny Gee had 51 SJ points and was second in the 4YOs in Cavan. This
pretty filly has a good step and canter.

264. (Stable 92)                                                       
ROCKY ROLY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.7m by HI KILRAINEY dam CASEY ROLY
by STAR KINGDOM. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe. Loves to jump. Careful.
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265. (Stable 93)                                                       
ECLIPS Z reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.73m by EMERALD VAN'T
RUYTERSHOF dam ARAGON Z by ARKO 111. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Grandam by Chin Chin. Great grandam by Voltaire.
Should excel in any equestrian sphere. 

266. (Stable 94)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by CORONER dam MISS DELTA by REBEL
MOUNTAIN. Breeding Recorded. Quality gelding by Coroner (TB) with 3 excellent
paces. Schooled over cross country and showjumping at 1m. Potential to make high
class eventer or showjumper. 

267. (Stable 95)                                                       
SAUNDERSCOURT OBS reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY 004
dam ALONG SILVERY MOON by CAVILLA. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. 

268. (Stable 96)                                                       
WH SINGLE MALT reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam LADY
KILLEA by CLASSIC VISION. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Good mover and good conformation with a nice jump. Should make a top class
middleweight/ working hunter. 

269. (Stable 97)                                                       
Reg. brown geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CONDIOS dam SEEFIN RUN by BUSY
FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe. Lunging well over poles. Should make a
top class showjumper

270. (Stable 98)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ISLAND COMMANDER dam WINDMILL
CROSS by INSATIABLE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

271. (Stable 99)                                                       
Reg. skewbald filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by LUKE SKYWALKER dam FINBARR
MISTRESS by R LUCKY STRIKE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

272. (Stable 100)                                                     
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by EXQUIS POWERFEE dam TOP DIVA by
TOUCHDOWN. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box. Quality horse with a good step. Easy to shoe and load. 

273. (Stable 101)                                                     
GREENHALL WILL I BE reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 17h. by SHENANDOAH
PRINCE HOLLY dam WALNUT CHASE by HUNTINGFIELD PROUD TIM.
Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Homebred. His damline possesses
rare bloodlines including Huntingfield Proud Tim. Both his sire and dam are class 1
RID. From a family of RDS winners, his dam- RDS Champion RID mare, his brother-
won RDS ridden heavyweight hunter 2018 and qualified for HOYS this year. His
half brother is showjumping and eventing in Holland. A true heavyweight with lovely
paces. His type doesn't come to the market often. 
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274. (Stable 102)                                                     
BALLYTURN KORO BAY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by KORO D'OR dam
BALLYTURN MAJESTIC BLACK. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over
poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Quality horse with very good movement
and showing good ability when lunged over fences. His dam bred a Castlelawn
Galloway daughter who performed very well in team eventing and a Picobello Artist
daughter just starting showjumping in England. 

275. (Stable 103)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by POINTILLISTE dam CUSHINSTOWN
CARRICK by CARRICK DIAMOND LAD. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Top quality gelding, oozes the class to go to the very top
of event sport. This horse has been at zero sales/elite trial days.

276. (Stable 104)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by MUSICAL PURSUIT dam CRAGG HILL by
COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. Very catchy quality
dark bay clean boned horse with good breeding and very good all over conformation.
Very quiet to handle and easy to catch in the field. Showing great potential over a
pole. 

277. (Stable 105)                                                     
YELLOW ROCK GLASGOW GIRL reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by
GLASGOW VAN'T MERELSNEST dam GALWAY BAY HEARTACHE by ASKOLL
PETER PAN. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

278. (Stable 106)                                                     
RHETT MTOTO reg. black filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by DIAMOND DISCOVERY dam
MALLOW CLOVER GIRL by TARA CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Quality blood type filly.
Back breeding include Clover Hill, Mtoto, Rhett Butler, Busted. TIH 7/8
thoroughbred. Will make a great eventer/ broodmare in the future. 

279. (Stable 107)                                                     
REDWOOD BEAR reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 17h. by BARELY A MOMENT 
dam KILNAMAC KATIE by RICARDO Z. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. Bear comes from a real performance family (Kilnamac Horses) includes
Electric Cruise who competed at the London Olympics and regularly at CCI4* and
Lissegan Rory who also competed up to CCI04*, Cruising in Clone SJ 1.35 and
Electric Lux CCI3*. Bear oozes quality and is showing real potential over a fence.
He stands 17hh and is by Barely a Moment. He is driving quietly in long reins. 
X-rays available.

280. (Stable 108)                                                     
COURTOWN GEORGINA reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by FINANCIAL
REWARD dam COURTOWN MILLIE by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Eye catching filly, lovely flowing movement and a good
step. Super temperment and very easy to work with. 
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281. (Stable 109)                                                     
BOHER BRIGHT reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by BOHERDEAL CLOVER
dam GARRICK BRIGHT WILL LASS by CARRICK DIAMOND LAD. Breeding
Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles.
Quiet to box. 

282. (Stable 110)                                                     
SASH FLIGHT reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by DENOUNCE dam FAST
MORNING FLIGHT by ERRIGAL FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Fast Morning Flight is the dam of MP Imagine who is
a 5* eventer that competed recently at the Tokyo Olympics for Russia. Also competed
in the Le Lion D'Angers young horse championships 2017 and 2018. Also the dam of
Ballyengland Judge who is a 4* eventer and this filly is next in line with traditional
Irish breeeding with a great pedigree. A noble filly, one for the future. 

283. (Stable 111)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by HSF CARDENTO ROYALE dam TEMPLE
RAVEL by TEMPLE CROESUS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Dam by showjumping sire Temple Croesus. Lovely
movement and step. Nice bone. Well bred with lines of Diamond Lad, Cardento,
Cavalier, Caletto, Wiensender

284. (Stable 112)                                                     
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by MOYRALLA MUSTANG dam MOYRALLA
DARK DIAMOND by MOYRALLA WHITE DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. 

285. (Stable 113)                                                     
MESELF AND BOB reg. roan geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by REBEL MOUNTAIN dam
GOGGINS BAY by LAKESHORE ROAD. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic.

286. (Stable 114)                                                     
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by BREEDA MOUNTAIN dam MIS COUGAR by
COUGAR. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. 

287. (Stable 115)                                                     
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.66m by KINGS MASTER dam FLOATING STAR by
CHAKIRIS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. Quality TIH filly. Damsire Chakiris (TB), granddam
Bassompierre (TB), next dam Armada Star. Lovely middle weight filly. Exceptional
conformation and movement and lunging very well over poles. Should excel in any
equestrian pursuit. On completion of competitive career, should be a very exciting
TIH broodmare prospect.

288. (Stable 116)                                                     
RATHNAGEERA DARA reg. palomino geld. 3 yrs. about 15.1h. by WOUNDERWALL
dam BALLYWILLIAM GIRL. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. This is a
nice type of cob has nice steps and jump. He is nice and straight. Will make show
hunter/ alrounder.
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289. (Stable 117)                                                     
KNOCKDOELODGE OLLIE reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CHILLOUT dam
KOCKDOELODGE JODIE by LOUGHEHOE GUY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. By Chillout (ISH) out of a
Loughehoe Guy (TB) x Cruising (ISH) x Diamond Lad (ID) mare. 67% TB blood. Dam
full sister to CCI4* competitor, Cruising Guy formerly competed by Michael Jung
(GER), Shawn Ferguson (CAN) and currently ridden by Abigail Long (NZL).
Grandam is a full sister to showjumper Thornfield Camille and half sister to Hugh
Knows, CCI4* horse ridden by Karen O'Connor (USA). Show quality. Will make a
top class event horse. 

290. (Stable 118)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by ZIDANE dam SHEER WATER LADY by I
SHEER DANZIG. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding, jumping a fence.
Lunging well over poles. This horse shows great athleticism and technique over a
fence and has 3 flashy paces. Shows potential to excel as a sport horse in either
showjumping/eventing. 

291. (Stable 119)                                                     
SVS BROADWAY reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.68m by CENTRESTAGE dam EURO
BAMBI by EURO CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Centerstage is competing successfully up to
4* himself and is already breeding some very talented young horses Euro Bambi is
maternal sister to Austin O'Connors Balham Houdini 4* event horse. She has also
already bred a 2* event horse as well as several successful showjumping horses. 

292. (Stable 120)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam GRANGE CASTLE
by WINDSOR CASTLE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Very attractive
gelding who has 3 lovely paces.

293. (Stable 121)                                                     
SHILO WARRIER reg. skewbald geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by COOLAFANCY
FEARLESS WARRIOR dam MY LISA by WELCOME DIAMOND. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
Super looking horse that will stand out in a show classes. Dam is a full Irish draught.
Nice mover with plenty of presence. Plenty of scope.

294. (Stable 122)                                                     
FRED reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.62m by IMPERIAL MONARCH dam SHES
BLACK BEAUTY by GRANDERA. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box. An exciting prospect for next years age classes under saddle.

295. (Stable 123)                                                     
Reg. palomino geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
DANZAN. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. The dam is a half
sister to Santiago Bay who is an International 5* 3 day eventer. She also has 2 half
sisters,Santiago Sky and Santigo Steppe who are currently doing very well eventing.

296. (Stable 124)                                                     
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by REBEL MOUNTAIN dam MOON BOOTS by
POWER BLADE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
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297. (Stable 125)                                                     
HEARTBREAK TIGRESS reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by IMPERIAL TIGER dam
CASTLE MORRIS JILL by EUROCOMMERCE PITTSBURG. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Quality
blood mare. Back breeding include Heartbreak, Lux Z, Imperius, King Servant. Has
2 half sisters jumping 1.20- 1.30m. Will make a super showjumper for the future. 

298. (Stable 126)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by LIFE FORCE dam HIGH FOR LIFE by HIGH
RISE. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. A quality gelding with great
step. Very athletic type and will go well in any equestrian sphere. Very placid nature. 

299. (Stable 127)                                                     
FLAMENCO reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by JE T'AIME FLAMENCO dam
HUNTINGDALE by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe and box. Lovely
athletic horse. Good mover with scopey jump. Hopefully will be broken by time of
sales. 

300. (Stable 128)                                                     
LISTOKE CLOVER reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CARRICK QUIDAM DE
REVEL dam CURRA CLOVER by CLOVER BRIGADE. Breeding Recorded.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box. Grandam by Ghareeb (TB). Great grandam by Spectrach (TB). This
gelding is a half brother to Diamond in the Clover, successful novice showjumper in
the UK. Active loose moving horse with a good temperment. Will be driving in long
reins by time of sale. Suitable for any branch of equestrian sport. X-rays available. 

301. (Stable 129)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
AUGHMORE IROKOS DREAM by IROKO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Lovely placid horse, easy to do anything with.
Will excel in any discipline.

302. (Stable 130)                                                     
REDWOOD GUY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by LOUGHEHOE GUY dam
KOMANCHY by MERRY MATE. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Shown successfully
several times this year and highly complemented on his balance. Guy is showing
great potential over a pole. Unbroken and driving well in long reins. A real potenial
event horse rated by HSI as 75% TB. Loughehoe Guy has had a number of very
successful eventers over the years, most recently Watervalley Royal Guy 2021
Nexgen 4YO champion with Anna Stillwell. X-rays available.

303. (Stable 131)                                                     
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by BOHERDEAL CLOVER dam
DRUMNAVAGH GIRL by PORSCH. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quiet to box.
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304. (Stable 1)                                                         
POYNSTOWN AIR LADY reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by AIR JORDAN Z dam
SCARDAUNE SUPERIOR by OLYMPIC LUX. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over
poles. Half borther to Poynstown Stonehaven who won Burghley Young Event Horse
5yo in 2017. Full brother to Go For Gold Graduate Poynstown Aer J. Half brother to
Caraghs Vivendi who jumps 1.35m. Lovely blood animal. Bright future ahead. Will
excel in any discipline.

305. (Stable 2)                                                         
MOY CANDY BOY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam
CARPE DIEM by CASCAVELEL. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. Super athletic young horse with scope
and breeding to make it to the very top. His dam jumped up to 1.40m in Germany. 

306. (Stable 3)                                                         
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68h. by RINGFORT CRUISE dam KAYLAS LILLY by
EMPEROR AUGUSTUS. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. Will make eventer type.

307. (Stable 4)                                                         
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam
WALTERSTOWN GIRL by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles.
Good looking horse with a great presence and movement. Showing nice potential
over a fence. Has the pedigree and ability to go showjumping/ eventing. Looks to
have a bright future ahead.

308. (Stable 5)                                                         
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CASTLE CREST dam BALLYELL
LAUGHTONS ANNIE by LAUGHTONS FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging over poles. 
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309. (Stable 6)                                                         
KING CANDY reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CANDY BOY dam
GRAINNE UAILE by CLONAKILTY HERO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
over poles. Quiet to box. Will excel in any equestrian discipline. Showing great scope
over a fence. Has 3 floating paces and proving easy to work while showing great
conformation. One not to be missed. 

310. (Stable 7)                                                         
LORD HECTOR reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by ROMANOV dam LEGALAND
FIRST CLASS by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to shoe and box.
Romanov (Bertram Allen) x Lux Z. His dam is a 'select' mare. The grandam has
collected 125 showjumping points at 1.35m. Lord Hector is good to handle, has a nice
attitude, a quick learner and is ready to be broken.

311. (Stable 8)                                                         
MRF ARCHWAY reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by METROPOLE dam 
FURISTO TEQUILA by FURISTOS DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Lunging 
well over poles. Nice athletic type with good movement and nice jump. Should suit a
lot of jobs. 

312. (Stable 9)                                                         
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by IMPERIAL TIGER dam SCATTERY KATANIA.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Has been hacked around farmland and roads
at time of entry. May have done more by time of sale. 

313. (Stable 10)                                                       
ERNIE reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by NAZAR dam SLYGUFF ALDA by KINGS
MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. 

314. (Stable 11)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by RADOLN dam BROOKLEY DIAMOND by CULT
HERO. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. This
gelding is by Radoln out Cult Hero Master Imp mare. This mare is a 2* event mare
and a half sister to 4 successful event horses in the UK. 

315. (Stable 12)                                                       
CORN OF THE COB reg. roan geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by KILMOVEE WHITE HERO
dam POLITICAL SUPER STAR by HILLVIEW SUPERSTAR. Breeding Recorded.
Lunging well over poles. Good temperament. Traditional Irish bred horse, ISH/ID.
Breeding includes Crannagh Hero, Blue Henry and Carrabawn View. Suitable for
any equestrian sphere.

316. (Stable 13)                                                       
POINTVILLA reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by POINTILLISTE dam
LESSTONE VILLA IMP by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
well over poles. Lovely temperament and full Irish bred. 

317. (Stable 14)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILTEALY SILVER dam KILTEALY
GHAREEB SKY by GHAREEB. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles.
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318. (Stable 15)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.61m by THORNHILL ARMANI dam THORNHILL
PENNY by ARD VDL ARKANSAS. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Sires
pedigree includes Armitage x Landor S x Argentinus. Grandam by Touchdown. Good
looking gelding with great paces and displaying good jumping ability. Makings of a
nice competition horse. Likely to grow.

319. (Stable 16)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by POINTILLISTE dam GARRYMORE
CLOVER IMP by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Grandam by Clover Hill.

320. (Stable 17)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by QUINTERO dam GLASLACKAN WILD
FLOWER by DIAMOND GRAAF. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles.  The sire
jumped 1.60 and produced many 1.60 horses. The dams pedigree includes Burgraaf.
This is a top class gelding with an exceptional step and jump. X rays available.

321. (Stable 18)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by HSF CARDENTO ROYALE dam NICOLE 
NO HOPE by BIG SINKHOPE. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against 
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box.

322. (Stable 19)                                                       
AHG WHITEROCK BALOU DAM reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by BALOUBET
DU ROUET dam AHG WHITEROCK DAM EASY by GUIDAM. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Grandam
bred AHG Whiterock Duggie and AHG Whiterock de Muse of Cruise who were
successful in HSI finals of 6YOs and 7YOs at the RDS this year. This mares dam
jumped to 1.35m level with an amateur rider. 

323. (Stable 20)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.58m by DUNELIGHT dam COILLBARRA LADY by
WEST TIDE VILLAGE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Attractive willing gelding with a good step and jump. Sire is a TB and dam a
Connemara pony. 

324. (Stable 21)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ROSSHAVEN SILKEN ROUGE dam
ROSSHAVEN FARLOW ARTIFICALES by FARLOW. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Irish bred by a son of 
Sirocco Rouge (SF). This gelding was backed and ridden away in the spring. 
The pedigree includes a thoroughbred as the second dam. A likely smart event horse.
X-rays available. 

325. (Stable 22)                                                       
CHINESE TAKEAWAY reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by AI WEIWEI M2S
dam TRAVELLERS FRIEND by THE TRAVELLER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging well over poles. Smashing gelding with presence step and jump. Has a 
bright future.
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326. (Stable 23)                                                       
BALLYMOLLOY SANDPIPER reg. dun geld. 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by OBOS QUALITY
dam BALLYMOLLOY MAGNOLIA by CORWNS ACE OF PEARL. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and 
box. This eye catching dun has an excellent temperament, very good mover with a
big scopey jump, combines with all the attributes to make a top class
event/showjumping horse. 

327. (Stable 24)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by OBOS QUALITY dam TULLIBARDS MAGIC by
CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box.

328. (Stable 25)                                                       
BAY VENTURE reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by NEWMARKET VENTURE 
dam BAY MISSION by RICARDO Z. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally 
well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Good looking with a very good step. Grandam
by Sirsan. 

329. (Stable 26)                                                       
NESTOR reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by FREEMAN dam UMINENTE by
INDOCTRO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quality gelding with
a super trot. The dam competed herself and her eldest offspring are competing at
1.30m level so far. The second dam has produced a 1.60m jumper. Lovely horse with
a nice temperament. 

330. (Stable 27)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ISLAND COMMANDER dam MUSIC LADY by
STORMHILL MILLER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. This filly has a good step and jump to match. A great
temperament and attitude to work. She will make a super event horse.

331. (Stable 28)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 17h. by KING VINNY dam TWO MILE GENNY by
LAURELVIEW DANCER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Top class full Irish
Draught gelding by King Vinny. Schooled cross country. Excellent temperament. Will
go far in any discipline. 

332. (Stable 29)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by POINTILLISTE dam BALRATH EVENING
EDITION by CAPTAIN CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Nice
correct gelding with a good step and careful jump. Unbroken but well handled. Half
brother to 4* eventer. Great junior eventing prospect. 

333. (Stable 30)                                                       
POYNSTOWN ASHLEY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CASTLELAWN
CAPTAIN JUNIOR dam MISHA B by ALDATO. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe
and box. Lovely gelding with traditional Irish breeding. Dam jumped up to 120 with
amateur rider. Will excel in any equestrian discipline. X rays available.
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334. (Stable 31)                                                       
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16..1h. by CONDIOS dam ABLE COMMETT by ALBANO.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Half sister to Dawn Reveille, qualified for the
4YO British Young Horse championship at Osberton International Horse Trials. Dam
half sister to Miss Cocaine who won at grand prix level. Sire Condios 5* (HOLST). 

335. (Stable 32)                                                       
SHANGANAGH TAYLOR reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CARDENTO ROYALE
dam SHANGANAGH LASS by ARS VIVENDI. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Top quality filly by the very
popular stallion Cardento Royale. Showing huge scope and ultra careful technique
over fences along with beautiful step. She will go to the top in any equestrian
discipline. A real contender for the age classes next year. X rays available. 

336. (Stable 33)                                                       
MY MALBAY CRUISE reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OLYMPIC LUX dam
DERRYVILLA CRUISING by CRUISING NOW OR NEVER. Breeding recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Grandam by Crannagh Hero. Great grandam by
Ballinvella. Grandam is a full sister to Kilconnell Hero (1.40m). 

337. (Stable 34)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.66m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
UNNAMED by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. This
horses full brother is very successful in the equitation and hunter classes in America.
He has a very good step and show promise over poles.

338. (Stable 35)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by TULLABEG FUSION dam BALLYCREEN
TUSHIE by KINGS MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Dam is a full sister to Ballycreen His Lordship competing in the UK. Has the
potential to make a top class eventer.

339. (Stable 36)                                                       
GDP BOURNVILLE reg. brown geld. 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by ORESTUS dam TOUCH
OF GRACE by TOUCHDOWN. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Well handled
gelding. Has been professionally lunged with saddle on and long reined. Has also been
lunged over a pole and is showing plenty of scope. Has good attitude to work. He is
quiet to have his feet trimmed, box and worm. The dam line which includes Laughtons
Flight, Skyboy, Wilton House and Mythical Sprite. Has produced many show jumpers
and eventers including 2 Grand Prix horses and 4* Eventer Riogha Rua.

340. (Stable 37)                                                       
ICECREAM reg. roan filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by IMPERIAL HEIGHTS dam
DARRAGH SUPREME VISION by SUPREME GINGER. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Ice cream is well ridden, nice and quiet. She has shown a powerful jump
loose schooling. Should make a nice showjumper/ eventer. 

341. (Stable 38)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by ALANTIC ALF dam DARK HARMONY by
LOUGHEHOE GUY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Good moving
gelding with a super jump. He has the potential to make a top class eventer/jumper.
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342. (Stable 39)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CAPRI VAN OVERIS Z dam ROMANY FERN
by RAMIRO B. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to 
shoe and box.

343. (Stable 40)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILLEA HILL VIEW dam KILLEA JILL by
COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. He has jumped a course of fences and schooled well over
cross country fences.

344. (Stable 41)                                                       
KATIE reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 1.64m by POINTILLISTE dam LADY
RAMONE by LORD AMERICO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Grandam by Master Imp. This athletic filly is sure to excel as an eventer.

345. (Stable 42)                                                       
CILLROIS INVINCIBLE reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY 004
dam BASKIN JEWEL by LAST NEWS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Full sister jumping in Sweden. Half sister jumped
FEI 1.30m. Super mover with a good trainable temperament. Showing a lot of ability
over a pole. Damline goes back to Silverado

346. (Stable 43)                                                       
DERROON STUD reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by JAGUAR MAIL dam
LIBERTY HILL by CLOVER HILL. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Athletic quality gelding with
over 70% thoroughbred in his peddigree. Grandam was TB mare by Deep Run. Moves
and jumps very nicely. Qualified for RDS Potential Event Horse class 2021. Has been
lightly driven in long reins.

347. (Stable 44)                                                       
SINEADS OBAMA reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by SHANNONDALE SARCO
ST. GHYVAN dam SINEADS TOUCH by TOUCHDOWN. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Athletic,
good looking, quality horse showing a lot of ability and potential as an eventer. Full
brothers Shannondale Cerano eventing in USA and Shannondale Dior eventing in
France and half brother, Fine By Me, eventer UK. A bright future ahead of this boy
in the right hands. X-rays available. 

348. (Stable 45)                                                       
LYNARA LOTHARIO reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65h. by BERNHARD 
dam RICARDESS TABASCO by TABASCO VAN ERPEKOM. Breeding Recorded.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. 
Quiet to shoe and box. Breeding includes Heartbreaker, Ricardo Z and Darco.
Exceptional moving young horse with serious scope. Lungeing and long reining 
well, ready for backing. Long reined over ditches/xc fences/water. Proving very 
brave. Forward thinking and super attitude. Could make a top class event 
horse/ showjumper.
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349. (Stable 46)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CANDY DE NANTUEL dam BSI ELLIE
by COBRA. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Candy de
Nanuel is one of the most prolific young stallions in France. This is a very athletic
horse with exceptional jumping ability. There is several international horses in this
horses damline.

350. (Stable 47)                                                       
IMPERIAL MONARCH reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by IMPERIAL
MONARCH dam MADAME MCGOLDRICK by CATCHERINTHERYE. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. This horse has a super temperament. Has
a very good step. Should make a top class eventer.

351. (Stable 48)                                                       
Reg. brown/bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILTEALY SILVER dam KILTEALY KAY
by KILTEALY SPRING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles.

352. (Stable 49)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.1h. by OBOS QUALITY dam CECILIA by CASSINO.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Grandam by Lux Z. 
Great grandam by Diamond Lad. Well bred filly with excellent movement and
displaying exceptional jumping ability. Makings of a proper competition horse. Likely
to grow more.

353. (Stable 50)                                                       
CFH FAREWELL REBEL reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ADIEU Z dam
LISREAGH REBEL by RICH REBEL. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Sire, Adieu Z, is by Andiamo Z
out of a Quidam De Revel mare and is jumping 1.40m level. This home bred 
gelding shows good attitude towards his work and should make a real nice 
horse in the future. This horse is from the family of Monbeg Sunny Spells 1.35m,
Harlequin Vivendi 1.40m.

354. (Stable 51)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by OBOS QUALITY dam CORLINA by CORLAND.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

355. (Stable 52)                                                       
APRIL SUPREME reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by WRS MEELIN FLAGMOUNT
dam RYCLOVER SUPREME by CLOVER BRIGADE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

356. (Stable 53)                                                       
ONE FOR NICK reg. black geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam
LIBERTY LASS by GRAND TOUCH. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Nice attractive gelding with 3 good paces.

357. (Stable 54)                                                       
ABS EARL reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by MARTELL dam QUEEN BEA.
Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. Full brother to showjumper Duke of Tell and eventers Penhills Snapdragon
and Twoandhalf. Quality blood horse. Suitable to event or showjump.
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358. (Stable 55)                                                       
Reg. brown filly 3 yrs. about 1.68m by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam RADOWLIN by
RADOLIN. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. Grandam Suir Flow by Diamond Clover competed to 1.40m.

359. (Stable 56)                                                       
DSH MASTER CAVALIER reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by GOLDEN MASTER
dam QUIDAMS CAVALIER by BOLIVAR. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quality filly with exceptional step and canter. Grandam is by Cavalier
full brother sold in 2020 to Padraic McCarty. X-rays available.

360. (Stable 57)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by UNNAMED dam WOODHOUSE SIMBA by
SIMBA. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Breeding includes
Tyson and Coevers Diamond Boy. Great step and jump. Will go far in eventing or
showjumping. Driving in long reins and will be lightly backed by time of sale.

361. (Stable 58)                                                       
BONMAHON KIRA reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ULYSSES M2S dam
BONMAHON SHAKIRA by BONMAHON DECIES. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Quality blood type filly with a good
movement. Shows a lot of scope and ability over a fence. With this pedigree related
to two horses jumping 160cm international level. A filly with a big future
showjumping/eventing. 

362. (Stable 59)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by FREESTYLE VAN DE WOLFSAKKER dam
BALLYDUNNE COEVERS by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Grandam by Cavalier Royale. Dam is half sister
to Bishops Guard SJ 1.60m, BP Saint Patrick SJ 1.35m from the family of
Ballydunne Royale, SJ 1.40m, Culluna Cindy SJ 1.40m, Captain Phoenix SJ 1.30
and Ballydunne High Time SJ 1.30m.

363. (Stable 60)                                                       
WHS CELTIC FLASH reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CELTIC HERO B Z dam
BILJA M by CHIN CHIN. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to box.
Lovely big blood horse. Should make top class showjumper. The sire Celtic Hero B Z
won his first 1.50 Grand Prix in USA a month ago. 

364. (Stable 61)                                                       
TRENDY DIAMOND reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by FUTURE TREND dam
MOLLYS DIAMONDSTRIKE by MALTSTRIKER. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. Talented filly with a good step and a brave
scopey jump. Dam has produced international eventers/showjumpers. Her half brother
KBS Quick Strike is a successful CCI3* eventer in the states. Half brother Bridgemans
Cocoa Malt, represented Ireland in the young horse International championships
ridden by Sarah Ennis, Fernhill Allure also competing at CCI3* in USA. Hailing from
a damline of top performers. This high class filly has a bright future.

365. (Stable 62)                                                       
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by POINTILLISTE dam IMPERIUS LASS by
KING SERVANT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
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366. (Stable 63)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.67m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
UNNAMED by LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Her full brother
competed at 1.20 level before being sold to America . This filly is a very athletic mover
showing a lot of promise.

367. (Stable 64)                                                       
KILNAMAC ACE reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by INDOCTRO dam KILNAMAC
ANNIE by CAVALIER. Breeding Recorded. Full sister of Reolaf Brills Calover. Dam
is also half sister to Richards Byrnes La Di Da and Dawn Lux. Grandam by Cruising.
X rays available.

368. (Stable 65)                                                       
Reg. bay colt 3 yrs. about 1.68m by QUINTERO dam NEW HOPE by GOLDEN
CLIFF. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Dam jumped up to 1.10m. Sire
is a top sire who competed up to 1.60m. Very good mover and a great jumper. All
attributes to be a top class jumper.

369. (Stable 66)                                                       
VERMOUNT JACK reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. Lunging over poles. Should
make a good eventer.

370. (Stable 67)                                                       
AHARE BLADE RUNNER reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by ROMANOV dam
AHARE PARIS BLADE by POWER BLADE. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Stunning show
quality filly. She is showing huge potential over poles. She will excel in any area,
particulary jumping, eventing and showing.

371. (Stable 68)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.63m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
CUSHINSTOWN SUNRISE by CHINOOK ECLIPSE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. This filly has 3 TB crosses in her breeding going back
to Ghareeb. This filly should excel in any equestrian sport in the right hands.

372. (Stable 69)                                                       
BISCUIT reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by TULLABEG FUSION dam WOODVILL
GIRL by RAMIRO B. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well over
poles. Biscuit is just broken and riding. She has shown an excellent jump loose
schooling. Smart filly who is light on the ground and has a lovely temperament. 

373. (Stable 70)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by YOUNG CARRABAWN dam COUNTESS KATY
by HEIGH HO SILVER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. This
young horse is everybodies favourite in the yard. He has 3 exceptional paces and super
jump. Would make a top class competition/show horse. He has been lunged and driven.

374. (Stable 71)                                                       
KILLORAN ALICE reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY
dam KILLORAN AMANDA by CABRIOLE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Dam is half sister
to Sarahs Sparky and Coevers Diamond Clover. Grandam is Clover Hill.
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375. (Stable 72)                                                       
MOSCOW DIAMOND reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.64h. by CARRICK DIAMOND
LAD dam MOSCOW GAYLE by MOSCOW SOCIETY. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. August foal. Unbroken. Full brother to
Prince of Diamonds, champion show horse (Lightweight Hunter). 2nd dam is
grandam of Ferns (Minister of Defence) represented Ireland at Le Lion D'Angers
2013. Grandam of Longfield Trinity, 387 SJI points. Dam of Glen Ard 203 SJI points. 

376. (Stable 73)                                                       
DSTUD ADAM reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by BERNHARD dam ICB ARKAN
DIAMOND by VDL ARKANSAS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Great temperament. Sire by Heartbreaker. Dam has 120 SJI points and jumped in
4YO class in Dublin and jumped up to 1.20m with young rider.

377. (Stable 74)                                                       
BSI JEROME reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by ULYSSES dam ESI CONSTANT
by CAN YA MAKAN. Breeding recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. This horse has exceptional movement and has serious jumping
ability. He is from a top damline and his dam jumped up to 1.30m. His sire has won
numerous grand prixs with Shane Breen. Will make top class showjumper/eventer. 

378. (Stable 75)                                                       
RRS JOE reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 17h. by LANCELOT dam RHINROE LADY by
COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

379. (Stable 76)                                                       
CARRIGEEN ODYSSEUS reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by ULYSSES M2S dam
CARRIGEEN YOU 2 by WARRENSTOWN YOU 2. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Half sister Carrigeen Trend jumping at 1.35m. 

380. (Stable 77)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 2 yrs. about 16.2h. by MAXIMUM JOE dam KILMEAGUE CLOVER
by VOLTAIRE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box. This horse is a blood correct horse, very good mover. He's exceptionally
careful over a fence and will suit both showjumping and eventing. He's from a very
strong motherline with alot of 1.50 performers. He's also a half brother to 3* eventer
Oakfield Wildheart. His motherline is Voltaire x Clover Hill x Sky Boy. 

381. (Stable 78)                                                       
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by RINGWOOD CASSERO dam LEADMORE
MYTH by CLOSE CONFLICT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Eye catching filly with extravagant flashy
paces. Lovely trainable temperament. Dam is a full TB. Half siblings, DBS Oisinn,
competed EI100 and winner of dressage league, Quo Vadia competed FEI 1* and EI
115, Miss Moneypenny showjumped at 1.20m level. This filly should excel in the
future. X-rays available.

382. (Stable 79)                                                       
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam NATHAN GIRL 
by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to
shoe and box.
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383. (Stable 80)                                                       
CURRAGHGRAIGUE WILFRED reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS
QUALITY 004 dam CAPPONELLAN LADY by ERRIGAL FLIGHT. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. 

384. (Stable 81)                                                       
SONNY reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.7m by POINTILLISTE dam DIAMOND
DIABLO by ALL THE DIAMONDS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging 
over poles. Sonny is a traditional Irish gelding. Will make a superb middle weight
hunter/eventer.

385. (Stable 82)                                                       
BW BERGAMO reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.58m by BALOUBET DU ROUET
dam QUIRADA DELLA CACCIA by QUICK NICK I. Breeding Recorded. Just broken
and riding. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. An eye catching son of the great
Baloubet Du Rouet. This chestnut gelding displays all the right attributes to go far
in any discipline. He's recently broken and riding, trotting over poles. He shows to
be careful, brave and has a good willing attitude. A lovely horse with a rare and
fantastic pedigree.

386. (Stable 83)                                                       
D GIRL reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15h. by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam FUTURE
TREND by ARD VDL DOUGLAS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Super mover. Will
be jumping a pole by the time of sale.

387. (Stable 84)                                                       
KILCOLTRIM KORY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by PLOT BLUE dam
CAVIMPERIUS by CAVALIER. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Half brother
to Nations Cup winner and 3 time Hickstead Derby runner up, A Touch Imperious.
Half brother to Kilcoltrim Blue winner at 1.45m in St. Gallen. 

388. (Stable 85)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by KINGS MASTER dam KENNYSTOWN ALLEY
by FRANKFORT BOY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Very nice filly with a great step and loads of scope over a pole. Full and half brothers
are eventing in the UK. Will make a fantastic eventer. 

389. (Stable 86)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILTEALY SILVER dam KILTEALY HELISSO
by HELISSO. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles.

390. (Stable 87)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.75m by CHRISTO dam AIR CRUISE by CRUISING.
Breeding Recorded. Half brother to 3 * eventer Trend de la Cruise. Dam half sister
to Windgates Paragon 1.50cm and 4 * 1.40cm showjumpers. 

391. (Stable 88)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CONNECT dam BALLYDUNNE CRUISE by
HERMES DE REVE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quality
horse. Grandam Water Cruising by Cruising. Dam half sister to Dermish Cruise
stallion SJ1.60m and Rearcross Quality Cruise SJ1.35m from family of Boundalong
CIC3*, Bishops Guard SJ 1.60m, BP Saint Patrick SJ 1.35m and many more.
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392. (Stable 89)                                                       
CSF TAMMI reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by TYSON dam ANGIE VAN PAEMEL
by DARCO. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. A real athletic type
with great movement and presence. Should make a super eventer/showjumper. Bred
to perform at the highest level. 

393. (Stable 90)                                                       
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.68m by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam FORANS
SUMMER CHESTNUT by LAUGHTONS FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging over poles. This big quality horse with very good movement and shows a
great attitude towards his work. This horse is extremely well bred. The grandam
being by Master Imp and great grandam by Arctic Que. 

394. (Stable 91)                                                       
WHS QUALITY CRUZ reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam
LOUGH NEAGH CRUISE by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and
riding. Quality blood gelding with huge step and jump. Has been professionally
broken with a lovely easy temperament. Full X-Rays available. 

395. (Stable 92)                                                       
DEISE DON JUAN reg. grey geld 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by MAILITO DE REVE dam
DRUMIN LEGACY by COURAGE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well
over poles. Quality blood gelding with huge step and jump. Pedigree includes many
top performance horses. Will excel in either eventing or showjumping. 

396. (Stable 93)                                                       
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 1.67m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
UNNAMED by RAMIRO B. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. This 
fillys full sister jumped up to 1.40m level before being sold abroad. With good 
jumping pedigree, this filly should make a top class showjumper or eventer. She has
a very good step.

397. (Stable 94)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CAPRI VAN OVERIS Z dam SAMSONS PARK
by ZAGREB. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. Grandam by Pistolet Bleau. Home bred filly, bred to event.
Showing lots of jump and movement. Slight sign of sweet itch. 

398. (Stable 95)                                                       
Reg. grey geld 3 yrs. about 1.6m by QUESTFORPEACE dam MISS ROSE by ASK.
Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Good temperament. Easy to handle and has very
good movement. Would make a nice junior eventer. 

399. (Stable 96)                                                       
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam LAHORNA ARS by ARS
VIVENDI. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. 2nd dam Lahorna Belle dam of Black Number grade C, Jenny Gee jumped
to 1.30 now breeding, Little Black Dress jumped to 1.30, Seymour sold to Canada
jumped internationally. 
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400. (Stable 97)                                                       
HILLSIDE SUPREME reg. chestnut geld 3 yrs. about 1.65m by OFFALY CLOVER
dam TIMAHOE TOMBOY by BROADWAY FLYER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic. Traditional
Irish 3 year old gelding with an exceptional step. Showing great potential over jumps.
Super temperament. should go far in the right hands. 

401. (Stable 98)                                                       
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by ARDMORE BRIGADE dam GREY THE LIMIT
by ALLEGORIC. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. Half brother and half
sister, both jumping in UK. Dam half sister to International eventer Voyagers
Sovereign and showjumper Banner Lucky. Grandam full sister of 3 international
eventers and an international showjumper. Sire is by Clover Brigade 1.60m jumper.
Sires dam is sister to 2 International jumpers. 80% TB blood.

402. (Stable 99)                                                       
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by RINGWOOD CASSERO dam FADOS SOCTT
by LAUGHTONS FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Lovely
gelding with a nice step and a good jump to match it. Has all the qualities to make
a top class jumper or eventer. 

403. (Stable 100)                                                     
GATEWAY LADY reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by ISLAND COMMANDER dam
WOODLAND DIAMOND by WOODLAND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Beautiful mare and should make a good showjumper.

404. (Stable 101)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam AHARE
OLYMPIC CLOVER by OLYMPIC LUX. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Gelding with great potential. He will make a top class
showjumper or eventer.

405. (Stable 102)                                                     
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CASTLELAWN CAPTAIN JUNIOR dam
SCARDAUNE LAS by ORESTUS. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. Dam is half sister to Poynstown Stonehaven who won Burghley
Young Event Horse 5yo 2017. Also dam is half brother to Go For Gold Graduate
Poynstown Aer J and half brother to Caraghs Vivendi, jumps 1.35m. Nice animal
with good attitude.

406. (Stable 103)                                                     
DSTUD CARTELLI reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by BERNHARD dam
ROSELYNN by LANCELOT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Well
handled with the most amazing temperament. Sire by Heartbreaker. Dam has 198
SJI points and jumped to 1.35 GP level.

407. (Stable 104)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CONDIOS dam BALLYHANE ELLIE by LUIDAM.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. This is a very athletic 
horse with exceptional movement and super jumping ability from the same damline 
as BMH Big Time, CJB Showtime, Focus Vendi. This horse is sure to excel at
showjumping/ eventing.
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408. (Stable 105)                                                     
CHESS reg. chestnut geld 3 yrs. about 1.65m by AI WEIWEI M2S dam ABANK
HOLIDAY M2S by EKSTEIN. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Good looking horse with a great step. Comes from a very good dam
line with international eventers and showjumpers. The grandsire on sire side jumper
up to 150cm with Eric Iamaze. Should excel in showjiumping and eventing. 

409. (Stable 106)                                                     
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by OLYMPIC LUX dam PHILLIES CORNER by
KALPSO. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. A very promising 3 year old with a great future he is a half brother to Lattes
Du Carel winner at grand prix level with Francis Connors, he is a three parts brother
to I Spye winner of 5 year old event class in Gatcombe in 2016 and a year later placed
4th in the World Young Event class for 6 year olds. 

410. (Stable 107)                                                     
CARRIGEEN ULYSSES reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by ULYSSES M2S dam
CARRIGEEN PRINCESS by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. 

411. (Stable 108)                                                     
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam MOLOUGHA
CRUISE HILL by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. This horses full brother Killequality Cruise is eventing
successfully.

412. (Stable 109)                                                     
LADY CHANTEUR reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by COUGAR dam MISS
CHANTEUR by ROCK CHANTEUR. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

413. (Stable 110)                                                     
MBF SLYGUFF reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam
SLYGUFF AMBER by MALTSTRIKER. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. A very attractive blood filly with exceptional
movement and jump. She is a full sister to 4 International event horses. BT Cloud
Nine, BT Seventh Heaven, Harbour Master and Master Maltstriker. All the ability
to make a top class eventer. X-Rays available. 

414. (Stable 111)                                                     
TIKNOCK COURT reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.2h. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

415. (Stable 112)                                                     
PLS CORNETS JULIET reg. brown filly 3 yrs. about 1.68m by ULYSSES M2S dam
FORNET ROOS by CORNETS STERN. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles.
Stunning blood filly with exceptional movement. Likely to make jumper/eventer or
dressage filly. 

416. (Stable 113)                                                     
GORTCALLYROE BILL reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 15.1h. Lunging well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. Makings of a top quality working hunter.
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417. (Stable 114)                                                     
COLA reg. piebald filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam
CIMARRON PRIDE by STILL CIMARRON. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
over poles. This is an eye catching beautifully marked coloured filly with lovely
movement and a very good jumping technique. 

418. (Stable 115)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CARRERA VDL dam PIAGET by LUX Z.
Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box.
Smart 3YO gelding. Dam was loose jumping champion at Dublin Horse Show in 2010.
Good family.

419. (Stable 116)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.6m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam KILRUSH
TEQUILA TIME by CLOVER BRIGADE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles.
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Attractive event type gelding with lots of presence and
quality. Well handled.

420. (Stable 117)                                                     
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by COOLKEERAN dam LISDOWNEY DOLLY
GREY by RICH REBEL. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box. A lovely natured horse. Good paces. Very attractive. Will excel
in any equestrian sport.

421. (Stable 118)                                                     
KILCOLTRIM DIAMOND reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by DIAMANT DE
SEMILLY dam KILCOLTRIM KANNARETH by OBOS QUALITY. Breeding
Recorded. Lunging over poles. Dam is a half sister to Nations cup winner and 3 time
Hickstead Derby runner up, A Touch Imperious and Kilcoltrim Blue winner at 1.45m
in St. Gallen. This is her first foal.

422. (Stable 119)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by KROONGRAAF dam CARRABEG ONE TO ONE
by LE ONE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. 

423. (Stable 120)                                                     
SPARKY reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 15.1h. Just broken and riding. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Connemara x ISH. Has potential
to excel in any equine discipline.

424. (Stable 121)                                                     
Reg. palomino geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by TULLABEG FUSION dam TULLABEG
GET UP AND GO by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET. Breeding Recorded. Just
broken and riding. Lunging over poles. Good moving, imposing gelding who will stand
out in a crowd. Hacking out on roads. This horse would suit alot of jobs. Possible
middleweight show/ hunting/ alrounder. Nice temperament. 

425. (Stable 122)                                                     
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
DIAMOND RICARDO by RICARDO Z. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to shoe
and box.
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426. (Stable 123)                                                     
Reg. brown filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by DILSHAAN dam GHAREEBS PORTER by
PORTER RHODES. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles

427. (Stable 124)                                                     
MO reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBOS QUALITY dam MISS WIDDESS.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. 

428. (Stable 125)                                                     
BMC DIAMOND DUDE reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by ARDCOLUM DUKE
dam STANDEEN WESTERN DIAMOND by WESTERN PROMISE. Breeding
Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Traditional
Irish breeding by International jumping horse Ardcolum Duke, out of a mare that
competed at grand prix level. Very genuine young horse with good jump and step. 

429. (Stable 126)                                                     
Reg. dun geld 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by CULLINTRA BONFIRE dam NEWTOWN
GLORY by KINGS MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging
well over poles. Athletic Connemara cross with 3 lovely paces and a good jump. Sire
jumped up to 120cm and grandsire Burning Daylight jumped up to 140cm. Lots of
potential and would suit any discipline. X Rays available. 

430. (Stable 127)                                                     
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by COBRA 18 dam DERRYISLAND CAPACHINO
by CARPACHIO. Breeding Recorded. Nice big gelding from the same mare as the
grade A showjumper Taplagh Lady. Should be lunging over pole by time of sale. 

431. (Stable 128)                                                     
FAIRWOOD SCENDRO reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.68m by HUNTERS SCENDRO
dam EVITA VAN DE DOODNAKKER by DARCO. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well
over poles. A good looking gelding with an exceptional pedigree and jump. His dam
is a sister to a 1.55cm, 1.50cm and a 1.45cm horse all with good results. His sire was
champion 5 year old jumper of Belgium and a finalist in the 6 year old in Lanaken.
Eligible for all Irish born jumping classes. X Rays available. 

432. (Stable 129)                                                     
JACK reg. chestnut geld 3 yrs. about 16.0h. Jack is a lovely horse to work with in
and out of the stable. He is showing great promise over a fence. This horse has a
great future ahead of him and would be a great asset to any yard. 

433. (Stable 130)                                                     
ESSIES FLASH reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by CHACOA dam MOYGLASS
COEVERS LADY by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.

434. (Stable 131)                                                     
CBI JUSTIFIED reg. brown geld. 3 yrs. about 1.7m by TYSON dam CENITH M by
DIAMANT DE SEMILLY. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Half brother to CBI
Keatingstown Victory - winner of 5, 6 and 7 yo's in Spain and winner of HSI Final
7yo in Barnadown. Also half brother to CBI Kylesmore Cornet, 6yo presently being
campaigned by Francis Connors.
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435. (Stable 132)                                                     
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILTEALY SILVER dam BALLYWOODEN
QUEEN by ZAGREB. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. 
Will be backed by time of sale. Blood loose moving gelding. Should make top 
class eventer. 

436. (Stable 133)                                                     
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CASALLCO dam PENHALIGON CAIRO by
CAVALIER ROYALE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to box. Lovely
blood type filly with extravagant paces. Lovely technique and attitude towards poles.
She is a half sister to Van Thee Man (Van Gogh) 4 star eventer with Adam Haugh
and promising 6 year old mare eventing with Colin Hallway GHS Calexico (Van
Gogh) both horses qualifying for RDS Young Event horse classes as 4 year olds. Her
dam competed and won up to 1.35m level showjumping before retiring to breed.
Exceptional filly will excel in showjumping or eventing. 

437. (Stable 134)                                                     
TATEETRA DAWN reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16h. by COLANDRO dam TATEETRA
LADY by APACHE WARRIOR. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. Smart gelding with a good step. Should make a nice event horse.
Great temperament.

438. (Stable 135)                                                     
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.67m by DIGNIFIED VAN'T ZORGVLIET dam
CUSHINSTOWN WISH by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. This filly has a lovely big presence. Will make a top
class eventer or showjumper in the right hands.

439. (Stable 136)                                                     
STEELSPARK JACK reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by COOLKEERAN dam
LAKE VIEW SUSIE by BALLINVELLA LAD. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over
poles. 
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Goresbridge have introduced a new online viewing gallery whereby potential
customers of the sales can view a selection of photographs and video footage

of their prospective purchases online, in advance of the sale.

Simply click on the GALLERY button
on the Sport Horse Sales homepage

www.goresbridge.com 

The Online Gallery will be available to view from

Friday, October 22nd

Online Photo and Video Gallery

Online and Telephone
Bidding

Goresbridge will be offering
ONLINE and TELEPHONE BIDDING for

purchasers who are unable to attend the Sale

Potential purchasers must register their
intention to bid prior to the Sale

(pre-approval required for online bidding)

For details contact the sales office at
info@goresbridge.com

or  phone +353 59 9775145
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description, or if he contends that such lot is afflicted with vice as set out in Condition 3 (ii) [a] above then he must notify the
Auctioneers within seven days from the last day of the sale at which the Lot was purchased specifying exactly the nature of
the complaint that the Purchaser makes in respect of the Lot Purchased. Failure to so notify the Auctioneers shall defeat any
right or remedy the purchaser may otherwise have pursuant to these conditions or otherwise. The Auctioneers shall then
nominate a Veterinary Surgeon or other expert to investigate the purchasers contention and the decision of such Veterinary
Surgeon or expert shall be binding on vendor and purchaser. In the event that a Lot is returnable by reason of the matters
arising herein, the Vendor shall pay to the Auctioneers the cost to the Auctioneers and to the Purchaser of returning the Lot
and the amount of any payment under this Condition payable to the Purchaser shall be fixed by the Auctioneers whose
decision shall be final and binding on all parties.

(iv)   Should any dispute arise between a Vendor and a Purchaser as to any of the matters referred to in the Condition 3 (iii) hereof,
it shall be adjudicated upon by the Auctioneer at such time and in such manner as the Auctioneers in their absolute discretion
shall think fit and their decision shall be final and binding on all parties. All expenses and charges incurred by such
adjudication shall be borne by the party found to be in error. The Auctioneers shall not be liable as a party in any dispute
between the Vendor and Purchaser or in any legal action arising thereout.

4.      VETERINARY CERTIFICATES AND RE-EXAMINATION (For this Sale see Page 5):
(i)     A Lot may be offered for sale in the manner following:
        [a] As it stands – meaning that the Lot is sold at the fall of the hammer without a veterinary certificate or right of re-examination.
        [b] Subject to re-examination – in which event, the Purchaser shall be entitled to have the Lot examined in accordance with

Paragraph 4 (iii) hereof.
        [c] With the benefit of a Veterinary Certificate – meaning that the Lot shall be sold in accordance with the terms and

conditions recited in Paragraphs 4 (ii) and 4 (iii) hereof.
(ii)    Where a Lot is offered for sale with a veterinary certificate it must be a veterinary certificate from a panel of approved veterinary

surgeons nominated by the auctioneers. It shall be the Vendors responsibility to ensure that this Certificate is lodged with the
Auctioneer not less than one hour before the expected time of sale. The Certificate shall be available for inspection by
prospective Purchasers and may subsequently be read out from the Rostrum at the time of sale. In the event that a Certificate
has been mislaid or is not available for any other reason at the time of sale, the Auctioneers may in their absolute discretion
decide to postpone the sale or not offer the Lot for sale. In any event, the Auctioneers shall not be held liable to any party by
reason of the non-production of the Veterinary Certificate.

(iii)   Once a Lot is purchased, the Purchaser must notify the Auctioneers within 30 minutes of purchase if a re-examination is
required. In such event, the Auctioneers shall arrange for such re-examination at the expense of the Purchaser and such re-
examination will be performed by a member of the panel other than such member who has furnished the original Certificate
and the opinion expressed on re-examination shall be final and binding on all parties. If on such re-examination a defect is
apparent in the lot and such defect has not been referred to in the original Veterinary Certificate and the member carrying out
such examination is of opinion that such defect is of practical significance, then the purchaser may repudiate the said sale.
The decision of the member of the panel who has carried out the re-examination as to the significance or otherwise of any
defects disclosed on such examination shall be final and binding on Vendor and Purchaser.

(iv)   A Lot remains at the Vendors risk until completion of the re-examination procedure. Once re-examination has been completed
and the Lot has passed such re-examination, such lot is then held to the purchasers risk. Following sale of a Lot by auction or
privately, it shall remain the Vendors responsibility:

        [a] To ascertain if re-examination has been requested and
        [b] To present such horse for re-examination.
(v)    Save as herein before provided no Lot shall be returnable.
5.      BLOOD TEST
The purchaser of all Lots will have the right, within 30 minutes of the fall of the hammer, to request a blood analysis, to detect pain
killing, anti-flammatory or performance altering drugs. If the result is positive the animal is returned and the Vendor shall be barred
from all future performance sales.
6.      PAYMENT:
Payment to Vendors or their authorised Agents, will be made 30 days after the sale in respect of those animals where payment has
been received from the Purchaser. In the event of a defaulting purchaser, the Auctioneers shall not be held liable or responsible for
any deficiency which may arise on the resale of an uncleared Lot.
The Auctioneers shall use their best endeavours at all times to ensure the completion of a purchase to the mutual benefit of the
Vendor and Purchaser. The Auctioneers shall in their absolute discretion decide the terms and conditions under which a Purchaser
shall discharge his payment for any Lot purchased. In the event that the Auctioneers are for any reason unable to secure payment
from the Purchaser then the Auctioneers shall not be held liable by the Vendor for the purchase money or any part thereof.
7.      DISPUTES:
Subject to the foregoing Conditions, the Auctioneers act as the Agent of both the Vendor and the Purchaser and to this end, the
Auctioneers shall use their best endeavours to act to the mutual benefit of both Vendor and Purchaser. In the event that any dispute
arises for whatever reason as between the Vendor and the Purchaser, then the Auctioneers, the Vendor and the Purchaser shall be
bound by these Conditions of Sale. The Auctioneers shall not be liable to the Purchaser or to the Vendor in any manner howsoever
arising from the sale of any Lot and in the event of any dispute arising in relation to any Lot, the Vendor’s remedy shall be against
the Purchaser and the Purchaser’s remedy shall be against the Vendor. In the event that a dispute arises as between Vendor and
Purchaser in respect of any Lot before the Auctioneers have paid over any purchase money, the Auctioneers on being notified of
the said complaint and dispute between the parties, shall lodge any purchase money in their possession in an interest bearing
Deposit Account until such time as the dispute is resolved as between the Vendor and Purchaser they both acknowledging to the
Auctioneers that the matter has been so resolved. It shall be the obligation of the Purchaser to pursue the resolution of the dispute
and in default of prosecution of same, the Auctioneer shall, on notice to the Purchaser, be at liberty to pay out to the Vendor any
money that was withheld on foot of the Purchaser’s complaint, and shall do so unless the Vendor produces evidence to the
Auctioneer that legal proceedings have been commenced. In the event that a Vendor or Purchaser initiates legal proceedings, the
Auctioneers shall be bound by these Conditions of Sale and by any Order of Court in relation to the matter.
8.     COMMISSION AND AUCTION FEE:
On the sale of a Lot commission shall be paid to the auctioneer at the rate of 3% to be paid by the vendor and the rate of 7% of the
sale price to be paid by the purchaser. A similar charge will be made for any Lot disposed of between the date of publication of the
Catalogue and one week after the date of sale. Full commission is to be paid by the Vendor to the Auctioneers in respect of any Lot
returnable and/or returned.
V.A.T. will be charged on all purchasers except (1) The Purchaser is from an E.U. country and is registered for V.A.T. (V.A.T. number
must be given to Goresbridge Horse Sales); (2) The Purchaser is from a non-EU country. (Proof of shipment must be given to
Goresbridge Horse Sales).
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